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This report presents the final results of one of the projects participating in the military -effects
programs of Operation Hardtack. Overall information about this and the other military -effects
project~s can be obtained from ITR- 1660, the "Summary Rteport of the Commander, Task Unit
3. " This technical summary includes: (1) tables listing each detonation with its yield, type,
enviroament, meteorological conditions, etc.; (2) maps showing shot locations, (3) discussion of
results by programs; (4) summaries of objectives, procedures, results, etc., for all pr'ojects;
and (5) a listing of project reports for the m ilitary -effects programs.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this project was to ate the effects of blast forces, radiation,
and water waves resulting from nuclear explosions on var i rt-type structures and
previously exposed test structures located on the various islands o0 wetok Proving Ground,

The major effort of the project, a joint WAterways Experiment Station an and Narver, 1'K
Inc., effort, was concentrated on the early shots which were expected to yield the mnst signifi-
cant information for this project. To cover any supplementary information from .he later shots,
because the project was to be a minimum effort of funds and personnel, arrangements were
made with Holmes and Narvwr, Inc., for the project to receive appropriate additional data from
the later shots from the damage survey normally conducted by that organization in the field.
This report contains the general effects data for the stalions investigated from all ihe shots of
concern to t eas project.

No electronic recording was utilized: however, self-recording measurements of air over-
pressure and accelera.tion were mad.- ".t sem:,rud statkns, alu,,g with somc tnea.uiementz, o1
erosion due to water waves. The damage surveys were performed by visual inspection, photo-

graphs, and level surveys.
The curve used for predicting air overpressure, the most important phrrameter in determining

blast damage, proved to be reliable. Observed pressure data obtained during this operation
correlated well with the prediction curve, which was based on data obtained from previous op-
erations. I

The curve used for predicting acceleration for floor slabs of structures appears to give
reasonable values. However, limited data was obtained, and the over-all reliability of the
prediction curve is uncertain.

It was found that the path-of -least-resistance method for predicting radiatior, within structures
proved adequate. The slant -thickness method did not give realistic values.

No structural damage was observed which was attributable to thermal radiation. Steel was

observed for exposures up to 1,400 cal/cm2 ; concrete surfaces showed n.inor spalling at 650
cal/cm2 .A

Structural damage, due to water waves, may be neglected for close-in structures designed

to withstand air blast. At greater distances, where air blast is of no great consequence, wAter
waves must be considered in structural planning.

Damage to camps (light, wood-frame type construction) was investigated. The damage cata

compared with and amplified the data contained in TM 23-200 (Reference 8) pertaining to wood-
frame structures. Damage to antennas and radar reflectors correlated well with data in the ref-
erenced manual also. The curve of Reference 8 for predicting damage to three-story, blast-
resistant buildings is also adequate.

Reinlnrcing steel Ir rnn'q of bi•-t'.-rei stunt structures should be designed to provide more
uniformity of stiength. Positive reincorcemeut should be continuous extendinK over .u~lpiorts;
at least one-hali of the negative steel should be carried beyond the point of inflection a sufficient
distance to develop the allowable stress in sich bars ur a distan.-e equal to the depth of the mern-
Ler, whicne-cr distance is grpater.

A ground-surface 21,000-gallon water tank of '/,-inch bolted steel plate, 8 feet high and 22 feet
in diameter, suffered only light damage when exposed to pressures of 6.5 and 7.0 psi.

Heavily reinforced-concrete, earth-mounded structures (walls and roofs 5 to 6 feet thick with
spans up to 5 feet) survived air overpressures up to 1,000 psi.

Objects located close behind earth mounds within a distance approximately equal to the height
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of the mound received considerable protection from dynamic pressures at overpressures cf 35
pai and lower.

Exposed itandard 2-inch and 4-inch water pipes, Including standard rising-stem valves, sur-
vived pressures up to 8 psi without any sign of damage.

The method u~ed for predicting pressures at a zero angle of incidence on the front and rear
faces of diffraction-type targets is satisfactory for both design and analysis purposes. At ang'ýs
of incidence greater than zero however, the method is satisfactory for design purposes only. The
predicted shapo of overpressure-time curves for the roof of diffraction-type targets was not in
close agreement with measured results.
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PREFACE
This project -was a joint, coordinated effort between the U. S. Army Engineer Watei ways Experi-
ment Station (WES), Vicksburg, Mississippi, and Holmes and Narver, Inc. (H&N), Engine.rs
and Constructors, Los Angeles, %aIuurnia. This joint venture 'is made possible by the efforts
of personnel from both the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project (AF3WP), and the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC). For WES, the project was under the general direction of E. P. Fort-
son, Jr., F. R. Brown, and G. L. Arbuthnot, Jr., with W. J. Flathau designated as the project
officer. For H&N, the project was under the general direction of R. R. Alvy and S. B. Smith,
with R.A. Cameron designated as the assistant project officer. Special recognition is given to
Cupt. E. S. Townsley, of WES, who prepared the appendix on radiation. Also contributing to this
project were Sp2 R. P. Andrew, Pfc. C. W. Dentel, and Pfc. D. G. Brown, of WES. The co-
operation received from personnel of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL), the University
of California Radiation Laboratory (UCRL), the Stanford Research Institute (SRI), and the Ballis-
tic Research Laborato:'ies (BRL) greatly assisted this project in meeting Ls objective.
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Chopter I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this project was to record and evaluate damage from blast, radiation, and
water waves to selected pre-existent and ne,- structures at the Eniwetok Proving Ground by
examination and measurement before and after certain test detonations. The damage properly
assu•iated with shot geometries can provide valuable information to designers and planners of
structures to resist the effects of nuclear weapons.

1.2 BACKGROUND

Many structures have been b-:" j.; i br tests at the Eniwetok Proving Ground for the purpose
of housing scientific instruments in extreme environments. Damage to these structures was
reported, but their exposure to nuclear effects was only incidental to their function, and the op-
portunity to gain useful information from their behavior was not exploited. In addition, consid-

erable effort and funds have been invested in prior operations for structural tests, per se. Some
of these structures still exist in an undamaged or partially damaged condition. Since a number
of these structures were supposed to be subjected to severe loading conditions during Operation
Hardtack, an opportunity was afforded to obtain valuable information on structural response and
damage with minimum additional effort. Therefore, this project was planned to exploit the op-
portunity to gain general information that would amplify and supplement existing design criteria
and concepts.

The selection of pre-existent btations that were investigated was based upon au u,-btv bur-
vey of structures made in November 1957. Certain new test structures were also included where

it was predicted that they would be subject to high pressure and temperature or destructive water-
wave action.

1.2.1 Previous Damage Surveys. Damage surveys were performed for Operation Ivy (Ref-
erence 1), conducted in 1952, and for Shot 1 of Operation Castle (Reference 2), conducted in
1954. These surveys described damage from a total of three shots; for this reason, no overall
discussion of damage-distance relationships as a function of shot yield was made in either report.
In addition to the published reports (References 1 and 2), Holmes and Narver, Inc. (H&N) made
damage observations and took numi•r.us p-!o ogra&vhs of scientific staLions during a 'perattnn Castle
(1954) and Operation Rcdwing (1956). The postshot damage reports prepared by H&N were given
only 1inAited distribution within the I EC. Since no complete damage iurveys are available for
Operations Castle and Redwing. thL H&N reports were reviewed, and R Rim'n-iary of the niserel-
laneous damage observations arc tabulated in this report for the first time for a more general
distribution.

Shot geometries with pressure contours for Operation Castle are shown in Figures 1.1 and
1.2 for Bikini and Eniwetok, respectively. Table 1.1 summarizes the blast damage observations

for Shots 2, Z 4, 5, and 6. Damage due to Shot I is thoroughly presented in Reference 2; how-
ever, pert!r,•-- results are presented in Chapter 3 of this report.
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Shot geometries with pressure contours for Operation Redwing are shown in Figures 1.3 atnd
1. %. and the summary of blast damage observations Is shown in Tables 1.2 and 1.3.

The summary of blast damage observations for Operation Hardtack is shown in Table 1.4.
Salient conclusions reported during previous surveys ~References 1 and 2) are given below.

1.2.2 Conclusions from Ivy Damage Survey (1952). (1) Exposed steel beams Anid pipes attached
to structures were damaged or destroyed by' overpressures of 11 psi and greater. (2) Small Build-

TABLE 1.1 OBSERVATIONS OF 0GROW DAMAGE: OPFRATION CASTLE*, BIKINI AND ENIWETOK ATOLLS

Dsrpinsite nho Code DaaeGrounad

It pei

Concrete Structure:

Station 1341; reinforced concrete. Able 2 Romeo severe damage; tie third story T.500 95
3 story Instrument @ehlter, above was blown completely off.
ground. Damaged and left in a

weakened condition by shot Bravo

(Scofrews. 1).I

station It .. ndowlesa, 16 loet to George 1 Bravo Moderate domae&; plwood 54,400 2.4
eaves 3 1/, inch x 3% Inch' x .pns 1,M5~?owd f In to feeot
Inch eteel eangle atdatt at 48 inches am peael rlpoed off.
or .; 64-lncb exterior plywood.

Stoel Framed Structure:

Stauion 2210; steel freamed with cor- Sugar 3 Roan Moderate damasge; frame us- 5.600 8.3
rugated aluminum rooting and damasged; roohn blhwn off.
siding exposed end-oa to blast. some slieig blows off.

Storage Tanks:

POL facility; four 1.000-barrol Sugar 3 Komn sever. dsxagse; bleast wave blew 4,000 1s
*fuel storage taanks the top off one teask. all teamk

damaged end teasked toel: spilled
fuel barned, severely damaging
all tanks.

* Towers:

Timber water tower;.30 feet high'. Fox I Bravo Undamaged 51.000 1.9
eta 12-tech x 12-Inch columns;
guyed at the 30t foot level; 2 full
4,100 gallon water tanks in place.

Station 50.01; sateses array of fIve Nan 1; Yankee Completely leveled ?$,0ON 1.3
75-foot trylon lovers; guyed at 3
levels; 3 Xguy at esob guy level.-

statio 1302.04; 75-foot, equare, Janet 8 Nectar Aododrsle damage; lower undais- 19'45o 4.5
steal photo tower, aged; cab frame was twisted aol

membeers bent; cab siding and
rollup leors damaged beyon
prectical repair.

Field Generators and Fuel Tanks:

Building DO-SOift v Ars -KW geo- Dog 1 Brava Undamaged 40.500 4.2
orators, 3 pontoon fuel tanke I.--*
tooted by high surrounding berm.

Statlln 110.03; eaposed ge&trators. Dog 1 Bravo Damaged; c.xtsnt unmiport-.d. 41'.1to 4.1.

UtII Il tIe a:

Station 3211.5; expo@4ed vacuum Suager Now Moderate damage 6,500 8.3

5
Covers chase vations made subsequent to the Shot 1 damage survey reported in Rteference I

ings covered with thin sheet metal over diagonal wood sheathing generally withstood overpressures
up to 5 and 8 psi. However, one structure of this type was badly damaged by an overpressure of
4.5 psi. 113) Lightly constructed wood-frame shacks sheathed with corrugated metal and located

* ~In regio;... wvith overpressures greater than 4 psi were completely destroyed. No structures of
this type were located in regions subjected to less than 4-psi overpressure. (4) Palm trees were
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Figure 1,3 Shot geometry with pressure contours for Bikini Atoll, Operation R'edwing (1956).
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Figure 1.4 Shot geometry with presure contours
for Eniwetok Atoll, Operation Redwing (1956).
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TABLE 1.1 OISERVNIlONI OF GOWt~ DAMAGE; OPERATION RLD1)kN0. BIKINI ATOLL

Desmrgiloe glie "at Damage Prrs res~

Construction Camps: Is -man
tents of typical maoetructimeveor

"M Orote slabs: light wood frame
. nhsesadtusdrfestruclaarea framead with I linchb.
bet as - e - ., 14 k5gh esterlor
Kplood tiding, sal corrupated
abwut raoveg.)

Teats, and 1101. wood trame ran Cherokee Comtplete destruction eacapt for 33.800 3.3
stuotunres. concrete floor silab, sad some

telephone poleei eapseed wood
surfaces were charred1 *AIM
we-a. ydweee -f seeerl fre.,
which apparently were eailagulsh-
ee by tdo enl .. nt air blant.

Teost. light wood frame struoters, man Z10l Light damage was maaelasd104 win- 70,800 0.6
sho buildings, snd hankgers. do. ecreses bu'olon selt a ers

broken. batlgea wells; root almet-
Ing damaged at 101.15:z a lw rat-
faer pariallylt fnbkia4, I Incht X
10 lack almed in hatewr bWlWI
psrijally fractured and wall knocked
Inward 4 bet. cerpnar shop
Shifted a inches.

Sltorage ranks%

Building 37: 21,000 gallon ground nior- Fee Cherokee Apparently usdamtaged. tak was, 33,800 3.3
A age ok- 22 font diameter; 4 feet blgb tall at .bat Uses.
64 Ia~b stee Plates. Flathead Top of task slght" dsihed in; n.o 13.m0 3.8

Other Alpparawt damae;w wAter
level In task mW"D".

Dakota Dewioey" the task,. Probably empty. 12.M0 7.5
wan blown 400 Seet.

* Tower.:

VA4181 18110 76 sot, upare. steel. William Zuni Tower uedameged; lhe oab shatters 32,08* 2.6
plifto lower. wore Iodaretly damaged.

Antennas:

S' ion 312.01: TV efsteem Mim-Made Ilalnd CbsokJ, Braohe off t the hbse. 30.78* 7.0
No. I

Station 312.03: TV eatesam. Man-Made Island Cberolsw bralms, off at the hase. 13.180 4.0
No. 3

11t411oc 741; Radoastrn Oboe Zol Seat over: imp brakes all. 14.630 I1.0

Field Generators sad Fuel Tasks:

aMuma 1519- 3 generators, aide-os Able Cherrbs I Generator wsrer the blast was blown 30,360 3.7
to blast. off it. base and Wit lemasig onthe

other. 11gb' charring of wood sad

Station 131.01: Generator; fuel teanks Able Chartkse (Isoor r haeingidrivese galsat ip- 31.190 3.1
ms wood rook. orator ad bast. fWo ueiks mosohed

dwtwooden reck slighly Charred.
Biation 1310: 3 generators, end-on Charlie Cbnoraehe Generator nearer the blest mnoved *st 18,140 8.0

to bleat kolt side pawlsa drom agaleet the
mearalar sad best or brake. 06:

paint charred so aagone.J aurfaces.
9ta11on 31IZ02 Oieoeralo. Mme-Made Islaod Cherokee Undamagedi ssasrator med-os, is blasat 20,78* 7.0

144. 2 eand begp at bess at generator charred.
Rkatum 31:.0: Genesrator, a. 46 "1.-uu :.4.:.Ztrokse GsosraloC L-W AL~ghtly ksa.Lga. .. 4 0.

b'srea to blast, Mc 9- &r1a 41 dezro. to blast with ma0 Idde
pre ^ ci by said base.

('%&stle piona 110: 2 generators behind Unclo lanA Cae generator Ml~wm on is side; 04s 10,270 11.0
oretalsaft wall. other apsldr. daon.

Station ft: OL~r'ratua ol teak. Oboe I. Undamasged. 14,838 11.0
Mumtlike214 Oemrabw bhinld wtinl- suarl Z=t Generator badly damaged by the osI1- 1.149 80.0
lag wall; ylisdirical keal teakd. lapse of so tdjoisn comreis dl'lId-

lag wall; tuel tmak wms dished Is.
Util~tioa and Ventilation Squlpmeat%

Statio n 131I:k Not erl r daler. ldililr C harlie Ch ro ke Dehum idifier throws aghaist tke com- 18,144 5.0
and compr. ýor uw~t. pressor. the air Ibalb, fan was bleast-

44agtant the Intsae.____
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TABU~ 1,3 oadaVAT~oin OF GROW DAMAOR: OPKRATIO04 RSDWINO. aNiw&TOc* ATOLL

it pa
concee ros tral1000s:

sktew 1211.041 ~.vst. semlbuto* Twie.. LACroom UbdmdaNadL earth cover almost raenP~letl Sao 1,100

bolyrese4 okkewals. rend sad ll Se OWe Ask blown sway.
hevly o 'I it u o uth we-nr t Ibott oas~do obo oi sae

ideato. So- % Walk bainal NUO~rs impossible t0eo 4" hs door.
at 13 ob" 0...wtao% 6. oth
flantim a lb gadtbare

*Mum 1604 Alisos go ad loea, 1I Iran. lastoel Complebtey destrooed; only the bove slab t'ot is
IV 11 hl ot 0 And Mok l Mad remained.
reed I bag bob 1wesok 0.4 9500400
relaheemmt .0.1 Woo, aukbtat.
Iawls sumad rend.

leostroollom Campot(1r ht
of "Saol ommsom na o evero~rea

abb t weed frallhme Mtmm ftra-
04 with 20. 4 lash etub ad troesed roft-
arm 2 wed .remtw % Welb saterter Ply-
waod etig. tand eorrgmmd oleulem

Tests. Yvonne LaCrosse '.ooc fraens. tillet tbnas collal,eed. titOt 2.3
Ligh wood -ems stresinres. Torns LaCreate boere daoMmgs samo rf Imitla-w. raved $.te 2.2

la% too blsow oM Inever wethod
better batme moo madmasaid.

Toom sa" lght mood fro bsumbou s. Ty r o., .o complete dsstrwotoo lb steai eas, le-el- 3.300 13
ed bMIWonwogly klb loo slob.11

Ligh sew treaftestorwhaom. Urasul Silibeon Light domnfg~ Several Plywod Pemelf 5.te 0.76
more broed off lb war well of Mason.
oloulma teed piant been eff O foci.

Teow. ead tight mord frelt Sarcasmre. Urinlal tusbeb Couple dsstOU04 ten ul elesgziso lo"ot .0
por Poln and ousoreussIler slabs
wore Fees"tt.

Taest Ad igt& weed tres oteotee. Gin Usmands, complete duetrouotb cannot ter oameore 3,800 4.1
flowr sloes.

Woed Freemed struc@tures

Iota.., Itift soMouall utombelo a Ton lWroa Moderael dmogstic and well, bighalo blot "t 2.4
x 4 Mbat"s a4 2w a.0. twad x a lookwvs pushed lcamred side wmell were
raftre a fo" so. a;% boob starter ply- pushed lwenr*; several pangs taved In
woed owing. oeolninly.

Maimm Ilate r~lotboid to am-nalft Tooasm Srol completely dsolzwgw41 wells more Coved %'Ite it
conditiuonafter LaComý shot. 1W reed toll ts.

Storage Toamlit

Smutin bot 21INS goslad greud asumpo Toes. LaCo,..-. No dumags. 0.120 24
UMak nS aot ftneat. a4 amgh W4
lath ~0. pis%~ tell at amtimes.

Light saflslte (Wood frome hillbsocads
With %us plowokPi Mait& lawsy wol;a
bath sales a 504 dogresope" .Weac uostp

of bsas4 butos 01 beard is ampisoted by
abeoohal a. to a. bosh skyO).I

asuact 16041 a hot ih~ by 44 hot wTde, Tvonne Lacrrmso beotreyed 7,690 11.1
Saw 40 x ISflat poean few 4 a Inlch

unet loe.. a13 Wismlhoem,t oath I fact Toeas LaCrosse 14o apparent deatsge I.iNa 2.5
high to Is 4" Wide; ten 40 xINS lathSol bw~eat ed I,* 14 Ipoem. tr d 9 itab back "it.

malI.. 160%1 baht high IS to hart aedds Toteml LaCrosse Me0 obsreet itmage 1,0 .4
i~sr 4 -tI Iwh Pe0t fewarI- O m-h "al Destroyedl 1.10 is
boch sM"

aht.e llt2; 2 Wblimrds. "obat0 leto Toomm LoCroma No apparent damage 0.040 2.4
stlre; ten 40 - Iatch peetsi ten 4 aSole DostqUe 2.160 Is
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TABDIC 1.3 CONTINUED

51411.. tj 00 bot 00 loer, 10 bet Yovae. trio Neb~O0 dabeget be.'mor sumed a ourved $."a 7.
SOW* 4 isol coast but IoM- guyred ARM middle parties beack ~wanud Jim-
&A14 oud 3A "Iefct leoDSl. over. sbe romamed bin Oits o l se~taics.

ratio out,. Issue bout GMVVM pad*.

building as, Under must covr, 34 bet Ynorn LuCa...m me agpeae amo k water mas wonre I- 6,110 1.3
W49 MR Is - 12 tubl 06ulma Out dee- wowed prlor tob the

111lletal Ifit tUm1W waer bower, 34 Unala, Ifishub Overtarailte slnuitc reb od traeaurd; 8.444 1.e
Jact JIM% et" Is - Is Welt OslMee water Uee were ramestae jurtl t a mS.I
Mod dieble I . task bftoleg.

Wood Pilt, pierst

Toome parommuel pier Yvoue. LACMein tieinged 1,400 4.4
Eris DestopieA mwW piles brolu Mo r Ias ow tof 3

as watr Use.
OWe gereeMM pier OOeo utimeba UUdMMSd 2.0 .7

Apsebo cornglately *Alerved 1,400 -1.00

Radar fletleatoret

Iltlou T411.41 Rally YUM. Undamsaged 1,32 1.
Itiboge.a Reaebd off Its bee. 1,340 9.0

Field Geseratere &ad Fuel Teabet

belle ldit, noe 15.5W passreconr I-v.- semimle Oe~rureed I.34 I

sbelle 1411; ne ISW gmogafears Ilrow Aeebob Ooe0*zl* peslee. lamk -die diabed in. I1,180 Id
& Navy goebee qual was

balk. 10111 two 15-4W gesrnsrehri Ire" None. Overbigebd re~overed eW adelvegd; 9.3 .3
I Navy g0*eoe Iml tuea. peadee. teebsau.daine.

Vacuum Ppeitmee.s

belle.n 1611; ~e 1 0 ies inh 01Deel Town LaCre..., C.3le 13 al 'dat Ma. *4-m 1,W4 1,300 1
vaum PONe lim. mlars, e3W00.id bet0 VLUmatimil boysod 1,10 hot, 1,00" 44

SObat 0. a.; egiamed ippeItbl

belln 11111; 19111; Ple Ie. ial to Tbee. Slookloot tuadameged b11e 1.100bot. 1,100 40

bbltua fSt peowrbouu Yvetem LaCrosse Air 1.1mbi dust berst wate kwae.*t 6.134 2.4

SW3IOM1203111 PeerbAOOe seily, Yeo. PMe.. ataftr Imploded abe. butierify Wi -
Vale bowe W aleso,

bawlb"e Iasi psmre Sinela Klkpek, plea:. rheabeir benst. 5,000 CSe
SWte. kl PO"~r YVOeeN* I she1. O tsieJol Ibee brebe ON lwiilat;Joe 1'%0" 13

taew ohms"e tama JIM. JI"lom. ad"
tab" powerhoue beaat sitey.

biloueflo'm1 water cassicm, arimeas, T veim LaCroame Pluinbi4 Onabm wedsdeingd; modewp. 8e9" t I
Isbal, u~p" ee evllade eblOlle e~er ed o that fb ~ee

141turye mmrd by *OR bwleSAt e-06 oOrNeaml Isu -W beosts liamat (4amp

Airpert viteway: wl it. sra ae lg~ 0 0

Aepicult paoed ruiaaq. Ywe. Erie Maetreas damage1 aabatat lash. ltow 3044 It 1.400 3
-- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ________nrLatlbbeet bured~ away.
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'ýASL1 1.4 DAMAGE IUMMAU?, OPBRA?33N RAIDACK

Deeai'vesr Maximum Damage Hwvr agelal Remarks

Itselefereed -COPO We Streelereei

ohm"e ISO, Ca~OMM. hs harbor. 3 Nlear* dmrWg
11am whalee Mo. Dage~d trees
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as edditionel damage fresh No moe.
.4 wermilCaide. Nethomegenfe

swuml nit0. Caelelo seeeeetr pit. 4" No. damaes. 13
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Souat U34.8k. Case"" bawae. Noe damagep. IS

swuml W.Ceeerete labr. meW I damae. 16
moanl M3.01, seated emams, Armors. SON He damege. 1?

letasremametae pit ow rejafle soene.
PAU"e CeMba". A eaitai Sebulter, 42 Keeeleg eeimal failed. is lat.lAw radatiel bamelreem~t.e

o"mbtot lo Sll aoedetg teeejl.buh Wave aucila
Of bwa is"ej~, 5630 Mo kill). we

daag inaerma of eaw-ja frms Nets
Saneele, APeob. wr "eM 4d 3 e

elleeo 3535. A wtleree-eee.E 42 blew. d~mgel teito e f" S is Thermal raftm. Wae"

Visar UMele. suit. MU.01
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destroyed by air-blast ov !rpressures of 4 to 5 psi and greater; none were destroyed by over-

pressures less than 4 psi.

1.2.3 Conclusioas front Castle Damage Survey (1954). (1) The blast wave of a 13.0-Mt Sur-

face burnt caused consi~derable damage to light wood-frame structures t-ut #-. a radius of about

16 miles from ground zero. (2) Trussing and knee bracing was effective in decaoem.".% . &a... ees-

ity of damage to light wood-frame buildings at great distances. (3) Heavily reinforced -conc rete,

above-ground, shelter-type structures subjected directly to the blast wave received aigaificant

damage as far away as 1.5 miles. It was not known how much farther this damage would have

extended. (4) Earth cover appoea.ed to provide a constiderable degree of protection from air

.1iiuck to reInforced-concrete, shelter-type structures. The addition of the e~rth cover appeared

to be beneficial, primarily due to decreasing the blast loading by improving the aertdynamic

shape, which in turn reduced reflection factors. Also, there was a possibility of slight attenua-

tion of pressure incident onl the structure, depending on the depth and condition of the earth cover.
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Chapter 2

PROCEDURE
2.1 SHOT rARTICIPATION

The objective dictated that this project (a joint WES-H&N effort) adequately document informa-
tion from nearly all the Operation Hardtack shots. The major effort of the project was concen-
trated on the early shots which were expected to yield the most significant infoirmation for this
project. Some supplementary information of interest, however, was also expected from the later
shots. Therefore, becaise this project was to be a minimum effort using limited funds and per-
3onnel, arrangements were made with H&N to receive the damage survey normally conducted by
its field organization. In 9ddition, It vnas planned to h.tvr 1 Project representative visit the test
site after the operation to obtain additional data regarding the later shots. The schedule of ob-

servation of effects from the various shots by the project during Zhe operation and by the proj-
ect representative after the opera:-.... zi Ahown in Table 2.1.

The general layout and planned shot geometry for Operation Hardtack events, including the
code name of the shot, site (island), and stations investigated, are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2
for Bikini and Eniwetok, respectively.

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

Eleven self-recording, air-overpressure gages and six self-recording accelerometers were
located as shown In Table 2.2. The locations were selected to provide the most useful data,
taking into account shot geometries with respect to structures, and the available instrumentation.
The exact location, as well as the results obtained with these gages, appear in Chapteris 3 and 4

under the section pertaining to the structuý.e in which or near which the gage was actualIl 1neated.

The gages were furnished, calibrated, and read by personnel from the Ballistics Research Lab-
oratory (BRL).

The self-recording pressure gage consisted of a precisely govw ned, battery-operated motor
that rotated a silvered-glass aisk placed in operation by a fast-ribing light pulse or thermal ra-
diation from the detonation. A stylus attached to a compact metal-bellows element traced on the
rotating disk a record of the dilations of the bellows produced by the pressure of the blast wave.
In this way, a time-dependent record of theblast pressure was impressed on the disk.

The self-recording accelerometer was similar tothe self-recording pressure gage, except
that the sensing element was a cantilever spring with a ,wass attached at the free end. A re-
cording stylus was "- uuuLvd. u.- t ss rntss. A -,--ond element wae mounted at a right anpil to
the other so that the two styluses recorded acceleration in two planes on a single giabs disk.
For a more detailed description of these two types of self-recording gages, including methods
of Installation and calibration, see WT- 1612.

Losiuieter Film Packets, Type .59 (manufacturea uy E. I. du Pont de •einuurs and Co. UP)-
rained from and processed by TU 7.1.6 were placed in various stations to determine total gamnma ,
radiation. The location of the film badges and the values obtained appear in Chapters 3 and 4

under the section pertaining to the appropriate structure in which the badges were placed. The
film used had two ranges of sensitivty; one from 0 roentgens (r) to 10 r and the other from I
2 r to 400 r.

Photograpios were taken before and after tae shots at each station so that a visual comparison
of damage could be made.
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_�I� �I IKINI ATOLL

. J MARSHALL SILA.NIS

Figure 2.1 General plan and shot geometry for Bikini Atoll.

_________ -- w.• --

I ENIWETOK ATOLL

J-'N MARSHALL ILANDS

Figure 2.2 General plan and mhot geometry for Eniwetok Atoil.
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2.3 DATA REQUIREMENTS

Air owvrpressure was measured to correlate damage with pressure. The curves Shown in

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 were used for predicting values of air overpressure and lpositive-phase
duration, rep- tively. Both curves are based on data found in References 3 and 4.

The geometry and position of Station 1312, a large, reinforced-concrete diagnostic stat'on
without earth cover (constructed for Operation Hardtack on Site Janet), offered the oppoLtuntLy
to obtain loading information for a large diffraction -type target. To obtain this information,

two pressure gages were placed in the front face, two on the roof, and one on thu back face of

TABLE 2.1 SCHEDULE OF DATA COLLECTION DURING AND
AFTER OPERATION HARDTACK

Shot
Effects Observed

Site bPrect Duri by Project
by Project During Representative

Operation Postoperation

Bikini Atoll

Ab!e Fi'
Sycamore Poplar
Aspen

Charlie Hir Coda-
Sycamore Poplar
Aspen

Fox and George Maple Redwood

Tare and Sugar Nutmeg Hickory
Juniper

Eniwetok Atoll

Gene, Helen, and Koa Dogwood
Irene Yellowwood Olive

Tobacco Pine
Walnut
Elder

Janet Kea Dogwood
Yellowwood Olive
Tobacco PineWalnut44

Eider

Yvonne Cactus Linden
Butternut Sequoia
Holly Fig
Mago. u Pis,,,i.

Rose

ill stat-,tn. The z-:sults of this work are presented I., Anpendix B.
Acceleration measurements were obtained to assist in relating the response of a structural

system with pressure and, also, to determine whether or not the acceleration was of such mag-
nitude as to possibly cause physiological damage to personnel. For the purpose of predicting
accelerations, a curve (Figure 2.5) was drawn from data contained in References 5, 6, and 7.
The reference data indicated that the vertical acceleration of the floor slab approximated the
vertical accel-- .un of the soil mass at the same level. If it is assumed that the total weight
of a buried structure is approximately the same as the weight of soil displaced, the acceleration
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of the floor slab (at least In the downward direction) shouid approach the free-field value.
Radiation measurements were obtained to evaluate and compare actual with predicted values.

The TM 23-200 (Reference 8) was used as the guide in making predicted radiation values, as
well as In determining the attenuation factors for the various structures. A discussion of the

method and calculations used for predicting radiation within the four structures that were radio-
logically evaluated in given in Appendix A to this report.

Water-wave predictions and wave --crest-heigbht measuremeiits were made by Project 50.1
wave action and land erosion. The results of this work are presented in Appendix D).

TABLE 2.2 SUMMARY OF S'ELF-RECORDING INSTRUMENTATION

Site Station Ar Number of Gages
ArOverpressure Acceleration

TarePa 2200
Charlet 1,12 6 2

3.1.1 1 0

Level surveys were performed to determine the loss of earth cover over se,,erai mounded
structures resulting from the effects of water waves and air blast.

The recorded damage from this fic.- ." and past operations, summarized in Chapter 1, was
correlated with various curves of Reference 8. This project also utilized basic data from other
Operation Hardtack projects to amplify the correlation.

An opportunity was afforded to compare predicted with observed response of reinforced-
concrete gage piers which were located on Site Janet. This work is described in Appendix C.

4
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Chapter 3

RESULTS. B/K/N! ATOLL
For ease in interpretation of results and raference to various figures, the test reoults are pre-

sented in order according to atoll, then site (island), and then station. Where applicable to a
particular station, a brief history relating effects from past operations is also hicluded.

TIe general test results and descriptions of the stations investigated on Bikini are summa-

rized in Table 3.1. Througho.t this report, the terms severe, moderate, and light damage are

used; for clarification the following definitions (Reference 8) are given:
Severe Damage. That degree of structural damage which precludes further use of a

structure for the purpose for which It is intended without essentially complete reconstruction.
Requires extensive repair effort before usable for any purpose.

Mode rate Damag c. That degr-e of strucLumai lamage to principal load-carrying mem-

bers (trusses, columns, beams, and load-carrying wells) that precludes effective use of a
structure for the purpose for which it is intended until major repairs are made.

Light Damage. That degree of damage which results in broken windows, slight damage
to roofing and siding, blowing down of light lnte•ior partitions, and slight cracking of curtain
walls in buildings.

3.1 SITE ABLE

The effects of Shots Fir (1.36 Mt), Sycamore (93 kt), Aspen (319 kt), Cedar (220 kt), and
Poplar (9.3 Mt) were observed at Site Able. The shot geometry with pressure contours and test

stations for this site is sho-- in Figure 3.1. The air blast and subsequent water wave from

Shot Fir swept the island free of all vegetation. The extent of Inundation from Shot Sycamore is
shown in Figure 3.2. The effects from Shot Poplar which exposed the island to air blast pres-
sures greater than 1,000 psi completely deatroyed all man-made station..

3.1. 1 Item 1, Station 1341, Castle. A three-story, reinforced-concrete, photographic bunker,
constructed during Operation Castle (1954), was designed for an incident air overpressure of 50
psi and a reflected pressure on the front face of 130 psi. A factor of safety of over 2 was used

In the design; therefore structural failure at reflected pressures less than 280 psi would not bc
expected (Reference 2).

This station was severely damaged and left in a weakened conditiou as a result of Shot 1

(Bravo) of Operation Castle, which subjected it to about 130-psi air overpressure. A 95-psi

overpressure from the Romeo shot (Operation Castle) caused additional damage, destrcying

nearly aii oi the prcvi ouum.y iLriaged th. "' story and making the station unsultab'.e for occupancy.
No additional danmage was inflicted du~ring Operation Redwing (1956). .

Figure 3.3 shows that blast effects from Shots Fir, Sycamore, Aspen, and Cedar inflicted no
additional damage. However, the high overpressure level of 35- psi from Shot Poplar sheared

the second floor from the strccture, as shown i., Figure 3.4.

3.1.2 Item 2, Station 560.01, Redwing. A reinforced-concrete shelter was constructed and

not damaged during Operation Redwing (1956). The general plan and elevation for this s:ructure,
including film-badge locations, are shown in Figure 3.5.

This M•t•tion was located in an estimated 30-, 6-, 12-, 10-, and 1,200-pal air-overpressure

range trom Shots Fir, Sycamore, Aspea, Cedar, and Poplar.
Pre- and post-Fir photographs (Figures 3.6 through 3.9) show the effect of water waves and
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Figure 3.2 Extent of inundation on Site Able after Shot Sycamore.j

Figure 3.3 Post-Fir, -Sycamore, -Aspen, and -Cedar, (Itein 1)I

Statioih 1341 on Site Able, no additional damage. Pressur" levels:

Fir, 20 psl; Sycamore, 4.2 psi; Aspen, 8.5 psi; and Cedar, 7.0 psi. 4
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air blast on the immediate area. The telephone pole adjacent to the structure was broken at the
roof lint Although the door of this structure could not be sealed tightly due to faulty seating,
it is assumed that the pressure build-up within the station was slight. Three one-hundred-watt
light bulbs fa~tened to the ceiling did not break, indicating that the pressure within the station
was very low. Three inches of mud covered the floor and high water mark was noted I foot 8
inches above the floor. The sand bags were strewn about the entire area, the top of ttW be, in
was lowered 2 feet, and the earth mound in front of the station was reduced 7 feet in height.
Indications were that at least 3 feet of water had been confined within the circular berm area.
Pre-Fir, post-Fir, and post-Sycamore profiles of the island between Stations 560.01 and 1519
Are shown in Figure 3.10.

Shots Sycamore, Aspen, and Cedar had no noticeable additional effects on this station as
would be expected by observing the sn~all overpressures resulting from these shots. It is also

Figure 3.4 Post-Poplar, (Tem 1) Staticn 1341. Pressure level: Poplar, 350 psi,

evident from Figure 3.10 that Shot Sycamore caused very little, if any, additional erosion.
The structure was completely destroyed from the effects of Shot Poplar. Figure 3.11 shows

there was hardly a trace that thb structure once existed and only a slight trace indicating the
location of the circular eartth berm that once surrounded the structure.

Radiation values within the structure for bi.ots Fir, Sycamore, aiW Aspen asu l.i, , Ti•AU.

3.2.

3.! 3 Item .0, Rtations 152.01 and 153.01, Redwhlg. Two steel beams, onn an 8-Inch, 67-lb/ft, -•

wide-flange beam, 10 feet 8 Inches long, and the other an 8-by-8-incL, 56.9-lb/ft angle, 6 ieet
8 Inches long, were erected as test drag-type structures and were undamaged during Operation
Redwing (1956).

These stationc received an estimated air pressure of 30, 6, 12, 10, and 1,200 psi from Shots
Fir, Sycamore, Aspen, Cedar, and Poplar, respectively. The stations were undamaged from
the first foue '",q except for slight erosion of the soil around the concrete foundatons, (,T,'imre
3.12), however, the force from Shot Poplar destruyed the steel drag members, leaving only the

con.-rete bases (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.5 Plan and elevation including film badve locations ior
(Itemn 2) Station 560.01, 3ite Able.
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FIgure 3.6 Preahot, (Item 2) Station 560.01, Site Able,
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Figure .3.7 Preshot, (Item 2) Station 560.01 including
earth berm, Site Able.
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Figure 3.9 Post-Fir, (Itemn 2) Station 560.01 inctuding 7
earth berm. Pressure Level: Fir, 30 psi.
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Figure 5.11 Post-Poplar, (Item 2) Station 560.01, complete
destruction of station. Station 1341 can be seen in background.
Pressure level: Poplar, 1,200 psi. j

Figure 3.12 Post-Fir, (Item 3) Stations 152.01 and 153.01.

Pressure level: Fir, 30 psi.
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3.1.4 Item 4, Station 4519, Redwing. A reinforced-concrete, photographic station approxi-
mateiy 24 !eet long, 9 feet wide, and 7 feet high and weighing 50 tons was constructed and un-
damaged structurally during Operation Redwing (1956).

This station was locuted in an estimated 37-psi overpressure range from Shot Fir and was
displaced 11 leet horizontally away from surface zero. A post-Fir view is shown in Figure
3.14. The pressures of 6.8, 14, and 11 pat from Shots Sycamore, Aspen, and Cedar, re~pec
tively, caused no further damage or movement. The very-high overpressure of 1,700 psi from
Shot Poplar completely destroyed this station.

3.2 SITE CHARLIE
The effects of Shots Fir (1.36 Mt), Sycamore (93 kt), Aspen (319 kt), Cedar (220 kt), and

Poplar (9.3 Mt) were observed at this site. The shot geometry, with pressure contours and test
stations, is shown in Figure 3.15.

The air blast and water wave from Shot Fir swept nearly all vegetation from the island. In-

undation caused from Shot Fix' extended past Station 78.01 as can be seen in Figure 3.16. A light
steel tower, shown in Figure 3.17, was located in the 25-psi air-overpressure range of Shot Fir
and was completely destroyed, leaving no trace of the structure.

3.2 1 Item 5, Station 78.01. 1319 Redwing. A rpnnrncd_ oncrete timing station, cotetructed
and undamaged du:lag Operation Redwing (1956) was modified for use in Operation Hardtack (1958)
by adding a new entranceway and mounding earth over the old entrance and retaining wall.

This station was located in an est!...,•L• 35-, 6.7-, 14-, 11-, and 50-psi air-overpressure
range for Shots Fir, Sycamore, Aspen, Cedar, and Poplar, respectively. However, the struc-
ture apparently received no structural damage from any of the shots. The general plan including
locations for accelerometers and fll-m badges is shown in Figure 3.18 while the data obtained
from the radiation measureinema are shown in Trble 3.3. The data obtained from the air-
overpressure gages shown in Figure 3.15 are presented in Table 3.4. No records were obtained
from the self-recording accelerometers located in this structure.

The structure, including the earth mound over the structure apd light steel structural mem-
bers used for guiding a guillotine-type gate over the entrance, is shown in Figure 3.19 prior to
Shot Fir, in Figure 3.20 after Shot Fir, and in Figure 3.21 after Shot Poplar. For Shot Fir it
appeared that the water-wave run-up on the side of the mound facing surface zero was 5 to 6
feet vertically (see Figure 3.20) and that the passing wave reached a height of 1 to 2 feeL an ub-
served by the water marks on the earth mound. A heavy, Interior steel door was knocked off
its pin and socket hinge from the shock effects of Shot Poplar.

3.2.2 Item 6, Station 1200, Castle. A reinforced-concrete, earth-mounded structure was
constructed during Operation Castle (1954). The structure, situated in the 130-psi air-
overpressure range, was damaged from Shot 1 (Bravo) of Castle; portions of tWe parapet and
retaining walls at the rear of the structure were torn off by the blast. No additional damage
was received during Operation Redwing (1956). The earth cover around this station was removed
after Operation Redwing.

This station was located in the 20-pJ air-cve;-presoure range for Shot Fir and received
slight additional damage. A retaining wall previously damaged was forced over, leaving only
the reinfor.ing steel holding the cracked portion to the main section (Fl'-res 3.22 and 3.23).

No additional danrnge as the result of Shots Sycamnr, and Aspen was od.-,rve'l. The statio"
appeared intact as observed by distant observation after Shots Cedar and Poplar which caused
pressures of 7 and 32 psi, respectively.

3.3 SITES FOX AND GEORGE

These sites wor,. exposed to Shots Maple (230 kt) and Redwood (412 kt); however, the destruc-
tiveness of Shot a',sple was such that no sign'Jicarnt additional damage was inflicted by Shot Red-
wood. Site Fox was completely inundated by the water wave generated from Shot Maple while
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FIV~i'e S.1S Post-Pnolar, (Rtamf 3) 5ttom152.01 and

153.01. Pressure level: Poplar, 1,200 psi.

I'
Figure 3.14 Post-Fir, (Item 4) Station 1519. Pressure

level: Fir, 37 psi.
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Figure 3.1'•C >n 'ir, Site Charlie, extent of inundation.
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sic. 1 iMOZA sta. 177.023 aii gadqs.

D 'p

Aceeometer

Figure 3.18 Plan including accelerometer and film badge locations
for (Item 5) Station 78.01, Site Charlie, Redwing Station 1319.

Site George was partially washed over. The shot geometry with pressure contours and test
statious for the two sites are shown in Figure 3.24.

3.3.1 Items 7, 8, and 9, Stations 2410.01, -.02, and -.03. Thrý.e identical timber shelters
mounded over with earth were conmtr--e l uring Operation Hardtack (1958). A typical preshot

Figure 3.1g Preshot. (Itema 5) St.tl'n 78.01, Site Ctm"la..

view ks shown In Figure 3.?5 and typical post-Maple view (pressure level, 85 psi) in Figure 3.28.
All three structures were completely destroyed and the earth mounds over the structures were
washed away by the blast and water-wave forces of Shot Maple.

3.3.2 Itern "., Stations 50.01, -.02, -.03, -.04, -.05, and -. 06. Six water-wave gages were
constructed 2nd located as shown in Figure 3.24. The structural details of a typical gage are
showrit in Figure 3.27.
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Figure 3.20 Pout-Fir, (Item 5) Station 78.01. Pressure
level: Fir, 35 pat. Arrows tiicate exteut of inundation,

Figure 3.21 Post-Poplar, (Item 5) Station 78.01. PrtesureI
level: Poplar, 50 psi.3

Figure 3.22 Presbot, iltem 6) Sbtlton, 1200, Site CharlieI
looking toward surface zero.'9
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I
TABLE 3.2. RECORDED RADIATION WITHIN STATION 560.01 (ITEM 2) I
See Figure 3.5 for a detailed ýocntion of film badges.

Sz
Plan of Film-Badge Locations

A

D

F E

5 Film badge located 3 feet above floor
K Film badge located on ceiling

Raditr'ion, r, at Film-Badge Locations

Shot A B C D E F C

a' bt a7 bf "a7 ht a' bt a* bt a' bt a' ct di

Fir 4.1 - 5.0 - 3.0 - 3.0 - 3.0 - 6.0 - - -

Sycamore 0.60 - 0.10 - 0.15 - 0.09 - 0.09 - 0.15 - - -

Aspen 20.0 22.0 4.8 4.8 3.4 - 2.3 - 3.2 - 5.2 4.4 2.5 2,6 2.2

'Plane of badge on surface of wall or ceiling.
t Plane of badge normal to both wall and ceiling.
t Plane of badge normal to ceiling and parallel to short wall.
I Plane of badge normal to ceiling and parallel to long wall.

- ; I

Fl.gure 3.23 Post-Fir, (Item 6) Station 1200. Pressure

lr+vel: Fir, 20 psi. ',
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AIL thr wave stations survived the effects from air blast and water waves generated from
Shot Maple; however, Station 50.04, which weighed about 10 tons, was thrown approximately
300 feet. The tooting of Station 50.01 was cracked vertically. A preshot view of Stations 50.01,
-. 02, and -. 0i is shown Wn Figure 3.28 and a post-Maple view in Figurc 1.29(a). A Large con-
crete block weighing approximately 15 tons (shown in the foreground of Figure 3.28) was thrown

P_
Figure 3.25 Preahot, (Item 8) Station 2410.02, Site Fox.

approximately 150 feet by the force from the water wave generated by the shot. The final posi-
tion can be seen in Figure 3.29(a). However, no structural damage ,vas observed for this block
which was located in the 340-pst range from Shot Maple,

Theme stations were subjected to thermal radiation with values ranging from 400 cal/cmi to
1,200 cal/cm' for Shot Maple without noticeable effects. Shot Redwood then subjected the stations
to higher values of thermal radiation ranging from 800 cal/em' to 2,000 cal/cm'.

Figure 3.26 Post-Maple, (Item 8) Station 2410.02. Pressure
level: Maple, 85 psi.

As a result of Shot Redwood, the two closest stations, 50.01 and 50.02, were destroyed. Sta-

tion 50.03 was nmoderately damaged; the leeward pipe of the gage tower buckled laterally, leaving
the whole tow,-- tilting away from surface zero. Station 50.04, which had its base completely
exposed (I. n. was not buried) was washed to the far side of the island. Stutlaz 50.05 and 50.06
remained undamaged.
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Station 50.03 which survived both shots In shown in Figures 3.29(b) post-Maple and 3.29(c)
post-Red' .ood.

3.3.3 Item I1, Station 1810, 1830 Redwing. A reinfor'ed-concrete shelter was rehabilitated

for use in Operation Hardtack and a large plywood room added to the station between the existing

structure (Redwing 1830) anA Station 1030 (Redwing 1528).
A pro- and pobt -Maple vimw of the structure in shown in Figures 3.30 and 3.31. The blast

Figure 3.28 Preshot, (Item 10) Stations 50 n1, -. 02, a-id -. 03,
Site Fox.

effects (14 psi) destroyed the plywood room but caused no structural damage to the existing
reinforced-concrete structures.

No additional damage was sustained as a result of Shot Redwood.

3.4 SITES SUGAR AND TARE

The effects of Shot Nutmeg (24 kt), Hickory (13.4 kt), and Juniper •63.8 kt) are reported

.17

Figui.a 4.29(a) Post-Maple, (Item 10) Stat n'-a 50.01, -. 02, biLd -. 0s.
Pressure Levels: Maple, 350 psi, 260 psi, and 190 psi, respectively.

herein. The shot geometry, with pressure contours and test stations for these sLtes, is shown
in Figure 3.32. A post-Nutmeg picture, Figure 3.33, taken from above surface zero shows most
of the test stations. A comparison of Figures 3.34 and 3.35 shows the damtage to the timber bulk-

head and sandbags located at the end of Tare before and after Shot Nutmeg. Severe shock from
the first Shot cr.ý-,ed the recording disks for boLh air-overpressure gages, the locations of
which are shown in Figure 3.32. However, the records were pieced together and the recorded
result.- ,tjr Stations 174.33A and B were 265 psi (estimated peak) and 310 psi, respectively, while
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the predicted pressures for tht-se two locations were 330 psi and 310 psi, respectively.
Sihot Hickory had no appreciable effect on the Island or any of the structures on the island.
f'he eaut end of Site Tare was severely washed by the offects of Shot Juniper as cpm be ob-

served In Figure 3.36 showing that Items 14, 15, and 18 are now located In water, while Itera
1? is now located on the high tide line. No structural damsge was imparted to any of the xtruc-

tures,

Figure 3.29(b) Post-Maple, (Rtem 10) Station 50.03.
Pressure level: Maple, 1110 psi; 800 caI/crnl.

3.4. Iteat 12, Stations 2200 and 2250. Station 2200, a reinforced-conc rete, photographic
bunker was originally conatructd and reiaained undamaged during Operation Castle (1954). The
station was rehabilitated with additions for Operation Redwing (1958) and received damage only
to several adjoining retaini~g walls. Ivor Operation Hardtack (1958), the statio.a was again re-

Figure 3.29(c) Post-Redwood, (Item 10) Station 50.03.
Pressure level: Redwood, 3W0 psi, 1,400 ca.;,cm3.

habilltated with more additions. A 150-foot diagnostic towstr designated as Statioa 2250 was
ereeted atop Station 2200.

The stations were located in the 8.2-psi range from Shot Hickory and minor damage was re-
ceived by the elovator cab of the tower. No damage was incurred from tht, other shots. A gen-I
eral posts'hot picture is shown in Figure 3.37.
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3.4.2 Item 13, Station 2210. A reinforced-concrete, sand-mounded connector pit with the
Irvnt wall sloping at IY, to 1 on the side facing the zero station was constructed during OperatLon
Harr-,Pr.k (1958). The walls (except the sloping front wall) were about the same size and config-
uration as those of the structure shown in Figure 3.41.

This s'vucture was located in the estimated 170-, 90-, and 430-psl air -overp~ressure regicn

Figure 3.30 Preshot, (Roem 11) Station 1810, Site George.I

for Shots Nutmeg, Hickory, and Juniper, respectively, and wasn not damaged structurally by any
of the shots. A view of this viracture prior to being mounded with sand is Shown in Figure 3.36.
Sand was placed level with the root of the structure.

3.4.3 Item 14, Station 2270. A small, reinforced-concrete connector pit mounded over with

Figure 3.31 Poat-Maple, (Item 11) Statio- 1810. Pressure

level: Maple, 14 psi.

as constructed during Ope ,Ition Hardtack GA preshot iew .a tS station 9riOr t
being covered with sand is shown in Figure 3.39.

This Station was located In the estimated 490-, 260-, and 1,400-psi overpressure range for
Shots Nutmeg, Hickory, and Juniper, respectively. Zven though the station was exposed to
extremely high overpressure it was not damaged structurally. A post-Juniper view of thisi
structure is o in Figure 3.36.
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Figure 3.34 Preubot view of timber bulkhead and sand bags
at west end of Site Tare.

Figurte 3.35 Post-Nutmeg view of timber bulkhead anid sand bags
at w-o.- end of Site Tare. Preasure level: Nutmixg, 650 psi.
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Figure 3.3 A; Juniper view of east endn of Site Tare
looking toward surface zero.

Figure 3.37 Post-Nutmeg, (Item 12) Stations 2200 ar-1 22-0.I
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Figure 3.38 Preshot, (Item 13) Station 2210, Site Tare, prior
to being covered with sand.

Figure 3.39 Preshot, (Itemo 14, 15, and 16) Stations 2270, 2270.01,
aw: L-30.02, Site Tare, prior to being covered with sand.
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Figure 3.40 Post-Nutmeg, (Items 15 and 16) Stations 2230.01 and

2230.02. Pressure levels: Nutmeg, 350 and 320 psl, respectively.

-,.,,, ,,,,r•..,7r,_ T-71 -
__ _ ___ -.,- _ , ._j _ - .!3;Li.. ,

.-- r-- 4,. - -% ,
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SECTOW A-AI

Figue 341 lanandeleatin icluingthe location of self-recording

Fcelre .40o - tmet o (Item s 1) Stato n d 2230.02, Site Tare.
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3.4.4 Item 15, Station 2230.01. A reinforced-concrete detector structure was constructed
during Operation Hardtack (1958). For practical purposes the plano for this station were the
same as those shown in Figure 3.41 for Station 2230.02 except that the walls were 6 inches great-
er in thickness.

This station was located in the estimated 350-, 200-, and 1,0 50-psi air-overpressurfe ran'.)
for Shots Nutmeg, Hickory, and Juniper, respectively, and was undamaged. However, the
structure settled 5 inches and moved-1.5 inches toward surface zero after Shot Nutmeg. Corn-
parable measurements after the other two shots are not available. For a general preshot view
of this structure prior to being mounded with sand, see Figure 3.39. A post-Nutmeg view, in-
cluding the removed closure plugs, is shown in Figure 3.40.

3.4.5 Item 16, Station 2230.02. A reinforced-concrete detector structure was constructed
during Operation Hardtack (1958). The plan and section for this structure, including the location

r". 7t .ý:_

Figure 3.42 Post-Nutmeg, (Item 16) Station 2230.02, close-up
of damaged 42-inch corrugated metal pipe. Pressure level:
Nutmeg, 320 psi.

of self -recording accelerometers, are shown in Fi anre 3. w 1.
This station was lne~ted in PiA e.timatei 320-. 180-, and 1,000-psi air-overpressure rangefrom Shots Nutmeg, Hickory, and Junipe, respectively, and was undamatged. Howe'er,', sea

water that leaked past the closure plugs into the structure as a result of the water wave from
Shot Nutmeg corroded the recording disks of the acceleromoters, thus c -,sing a loss of the data.
.A .inevn!, preshoi vYlew of the structure and the attacac! 42-inch, round, :ca.rtated-metal pipe,prior to being mounded with sand, is shown in Figure 3.39. Damage to the pipe after Shot Nutmeg
is shown in Figures 3.40 and 3.42.

3.4.6 Item 17, Station 630.01. A reinforced-concrete instrumentation pit was constructed
during Operation Hztidtack (1958).

The s3tation V= 7ý ituated In the estimated 210-, 120-, and 560-pei air-overipreuszure rangefrom Shots Nutmg, Hickory, and Juniper, respectively, and suffered no apparent damage.
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Chop/er 4

RESULTS. ENIWETOK ATOLL
This chapter pertains to the results obtained at the Eniwetok Atoll; however, the Introductory
remarks of Chapter 3 are applicable here as well.

The general test results and description of the stations investigated at Eniwetok, including
estimated peak overpressure, duration, free-field gamma radiation, and floor-slab acceleration
where applicable, are summarized in Table 4.1.

4.1 SITES GENE, HELEN, AND IRENE

The effectR of Shots Kea (1.38 Mt), Yellow-mv,•. (340 kt), Tohacco (11.7 kt), Walnr.ut (1.45 Mt),
Elder (940 kt), Dogwood (397 kt), Olive (202 kt), and Pine (2.1 Nit), are reported at these sites.
The shot geometry, with pressure contours and test stations, is shown in Figure 4.1. The de-
tailed information concerning 1-. .41ýuts on the various stations from each shot is presented in
Table 4.1.

Small craters ranging from 30 to 60 feet In diameter and 6 to 10 feet deep dotted site Irene
and were generally located near the long pipeline extending from Station 1410 to ground zero.
It is believed that these craters were of the Impact type (as indicated by wide, flat bottoms) and
formed by missiles (possibly concrete blocks used for the pipeline foundation or pieces of coral)
resulting from Shot Kea. A typical crater of this type is shown in Figure 4.2; the concrete block
in the picture was one of the foundation blocks for the pipeline.

4.1.1 Item 18, Station Complex. A reinforced-concrete recording station was constructed
during Operation Redwing (1956) and received no major damage during th-t operation. This
station was rehabilitated for use In Operation Hardtack (1958), and various parts vi dabiggno.eu
as Stations 73.01, 1314, 1524, and 1611. The genEral plan for the station complex and other ad-
joining stations is shown in Figure 4.3.

The highest overpressure received by the complex was an estimated 42 psi from Shot Kea.
The interior of the station was .&ot damaged by any of the shots. The reinforced-concrctc wing
wall located at the entranceway (Figure 4.4) was slightly cracked prior to any of the shots. The
wing wall was not keyed to the structure nor was reinforcing steel used to tie the two together.
The wall was side-on to the blast wave from Kea (40-pal range) but received no additional damage.
The same wall was face-on to the blast from Yellowwood (11.5-psi range) and was cracked loose
from the main structure. The vertical crack was approximately '/4 inch wide and extended the
entire height of tho wall (Figure 4.5). The wail failed from the tace-on blast etects oW Whlnut -

(28-pai range) and cracked loose at the Intersection of the ground surface behind the wall (Figure
4.6). The remaining shots had no additional effects.

The resultr, obtained from the film badges lreatd as shown in F!,..re 1.3 'ire shown In Table

4.1.2 Item 19, Station 1525. A reinforced-concrete diagnostic station was constructed during
Operation Har.'dtack (1958). The general location of this station is shown in Figure 4.3 and the
detailed plan and elevations are shown in Figure 4.7.

This z'i n received the highest estimated overpressure of 42 psi from Shot Kea. The ,a-
tamning wail integral with the front wall of the structure was severely domaged by face-on air
Mrast from Shot Kea but received no additional damage from Shots Yellowwood or Tobacco. How-
ever, one end of the wall was destroyed by Shot Walnut. A preshot view of the front wall with
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TABLE 4.2 RECORDED RADIATION WITHIN STATION COMPLEX (ITFM 18)

See Figure 4.3 for detailed location of filn, ha.:gea. All bwAdes are tocated 3 feet above fioar

level with the plane of the badge on the surface of thn wall except as noted.

Plan of Film-Badge LocationsI

E

ShtRadiation, r, at Film-Badge Locations -I

Sht A A1 ' B C D E F G WH It

Koa 90.0 - 46.0 4.90 1.02 0.52 0.17 0.12 0.11 -

YelI,,awood 44.0 - 220.0 5.00 0.30 0.10 0 0 0 -

Walnut 800.0 - 950.0 130.0 7.85 i.80 0.77 - - -

Elder 700.0 700.0 6L0.0 44.0 10.2 1.80 - - 830.0

*Plane of badge norma! % i -. all and ceiling.
t Plane of bWdge on back side of I-beam stiffener of blast door.

Figure 4.2 Post-Koa, typic At impact crater, Q00O feet fromI
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Figu re 4.4 PLehot, (tm1)station complex , closie -u Irfe

entrance and crack in wing wall, Site Irene.
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Figure 4.5 Post-Yellowvood, (Item 18) station complex, close-up
of entrance and cracked wing wall. Pressure levels: Koa, 42 psi;
Yellowwood, 11.5 psi; and Tobacco, 1.9 psi.

F 3

Figure~ 4.PotWlu,(tm1)saincmlxcls-pf

Fingwalfiure4.6 Poest-elee:Walnut, (I28) pstaionc .lx l-po

win wilfalue.Prssre evl:Wanu, 87si
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its palnted surface is shown in Figure 4.8. The retaining wall cracked around the outline of the
side walls and ceiling of the structure as shown In Figure 4.9. The diagonal cracks Irndicate Ihe
bending failure of the wall. A side view is shown in Figure 4.10. The damage from Shot Walnut
is shown ,n Figure 4.11. No significant damage was observed from the remaining shots.

Thermal radiation burned the paint off the structure, as can be observed by cornpa\ring Figures

I
I
I

Figure 4.8 Preshot, (Item 19) Station 1525, Site Irene.

4.8 and 4.9; the total thermal radiation was approximately 350 cal/cm 2.

4.1.3 Item 20, Station 1311. A reinforced-concrete detector station was constructed during
Operation Hardtack (1958). The general location of this station is shown in Figure 4.3 and the
detailed plan and elevations are shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.9 Post-Koa, (Item 19) Station 1525, fLiýe-on view.
Pressure levcl: Koa, 42 psi; 35- cal/cm .

The highest overpressure received at this station was an estimated 42 psi from Shot Koa.
The station was structurally damaged mainly from the effects of Shots Koa and Walnut. A pre-

shot view of the retaining wall for this station is shown in Figure 4 13, a post-Koa view is shown
in Figure 4.1.4, and a post-Walnut view is shown in Figure 4.15.

The ',ýwrmal radiation (and sand blast) had some surface effects on the retainir~g wall; the

thermal radiation was approximately 350 cal/cm2 . 1
75E E
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The entrance to this station was nearly filled with sand as the result of Shot Koa, as shown by
comparing Figures 4.16 and 4.17.

The plain-concrete floor of this station was badly cracked and the five 24-inch pipes entering
this station were forced inward about 2V4 inches (Figure 4.18). The crack pattern (shown In
Figure 4.19) indicateE that the existing foundation underneath part of the floor gave additional
support to that portion.

tI

Figure 4.10 Post-Iu.,, (kwm 19) Station 1525, side-on view.
Pressure level: Koa, 42 psi.

4.1.4 Item 21, Stations 1211 and 1410. A reinforced-concrete structure situated at the
Irene terminus of a Large pipeline from Gene was erected during Operation Hardtack (1958).

The highest pressure received by this station was an estimated 43 psi from Shot Koa. The
structure was not damaged structurally by any of the shots. However, the earth cover on the

Figure 4.11 Post-Walnut, (Item 19) Station 1525, retaining
wall failure. Pressure level: Walnut, 27 psi.

side of the structure facing surface zero for Shot Walnut was blown and washed away, exposing
the concrete wall surface (Figures 4.20 and 4.21).

A preshot view of the 5,200-foot-long pipeline leading from this station to ground zero is
shown in Figurz .2g. A postshot view is shown in Figure 4.23. Only about 8'90 feet of pipe
farthest from ground zero remained in the area and connected in one piece after Shot Koa. This
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Figure 4.13 Preshot, (item 20) Station 1311, face-on

view of retaining wall, Site Irene.

PEidWY

Figure 4.14 Post-Koa, (item 20) Stationl 1311, face-on

view of retaining wall. Pressure level: Koa, 42 psi;

350 cal/cm 2.
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Figu.c 4.15 Post-',.nut, (iSt. •0j Statlor 1311, face-on
view of retaining wall. Pressure Lcve1 : Walnut, 28 psi.

S, , 1

Figure 4.16 Preshot, (Item 20) Station 1311, entrance, Site Irene.
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Figure 4.17 Post-Koa, (Rtem 20) Station 1311, entrance.
Pressure level: Koa, 42 psi.

-%,re 4.1 1ost-Koa, (ftern 2)Saii on 1311 24In steel

pipes pushed inward 2111 inches. Pressure level: Koa, 42 psi.
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Figure 4.16 Poat-Koa, (Item 20) Station 1311, crack pattern

in floor. Pr-seure level: Koa, 42 psi.I

I

Figure 4.20 Preshot, (Item 21) Stations 1211 and 1410, view
of side wall facing surface zero, Site irene.
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Figure 4.21 Post-Waln it, (Item 21) Stations 1211 and 1410,
vie~k of exposed side wail. Pressure level: Walnut, 26 psi.

Figure 4.22 Preshot, pipeline to ground zero, Site Irene.

Figure 4.23 Post-Koa, pipeline to ground zero. Pressure
level at near end: Koa, 45 psi.
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portion was thrown from the concrete) supports and was bent into a semicircular pattern with an
appr iximate radius of 200 feet. The line of concrete supports is shown in the left portion of
Figure 4.23. Most of the missing portions of the pipe were thrown into the area to the right in
Figure 4 9,3.

4.1.5 Item 22, Station 3.4, Castle. A reinforced-concrete, signal terminal pit wlL. a gravel
floor was constructed and undamaged during Operation Castle (1954); neither was it damaged
during Operation Redwing (1956).

The highest estimated pressure received by this station was an estimated 34 psi from Shot
Koa. The station was not damaged structirally from any of the shots. However, the hatch cover
was not bolted down and the force from Shot Koa moved it horizontally %/ inch away from ground
zero.

The plan for this station, including the locations of film badges, is shown in Figv,.e 4.24. The

TABLE 4.3 RECORDED RADIATION WITHIN STATION 3.4 (ITEM 22)

See Figure 4.24 for detailed location of film badges. All badges are positioned with the plane of the badge
on the wall surface.

ilim-ladge Locations

NA -__rIli I'! li
I B ' E 4

Plan Elevation

SRadiation, r, at Film-Badge Locations
A B C D E

Koa - - 6.44 6.79 8,59
Yellowwood 6.29 1.77 0.68 0.67 0.65
Walnut 375.0 104.0 21.2 18.0 20.0
Elder 460.0 - 35.0 28.0 21.0

results of the film-badge readings are shown in Table 4.3. The water-wave action from Shot
Walnut eroded the earth cover away from this structure, as shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26. Tne
dark area on the cnnrrepq walls reprosents the contact area of the preshot earth cover.

4.1.6 Item 23, Generators. Four 75-kva, diesel-driven generators (each 120 inches long,

37 inches wide, 78 inches high, and each weighing 6,700 pounds), .ocated behind the station com-
plwx, were left it, operation during Shot Koa.

The generators were located in the estimated 38-psi air-overpressure range for Shot Koa and
were severely damaged. A preshot view of the generators is shown in Figure 4.27 along with
standard, Navy, steel pontoon sections used as fuel tanks.

The earth mound approximately 15 feet above the ground surface for the station complex
shielded the generators from the air blast to varying degrees. The generators were located
approxiv:.--y- 40 feet froin the inter-aection of the mound with the ground4 surface. The gwwrz•
tor near th.e edge of the mound (least protected from air blast) was thrown 60 feet while the gen-
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rigure 4.25 Preahot, (item 22) Station 3.4. side view, Site Irene.I

AI
Figure 4.26 Post-WaLaut, (Rtom 22) Station S.4, side view

original eartb cover contact aren. Pressure level: Walitut,

32 Pai

MIgure 4.21 Preabot, (Rom 23) generatora, Site Irons.
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erator ner rer the center of the mound . t.•c. t •,ed) was moved 2 feet. The other two gener-
ators were thrown distances of 20 and 40 feet. A postshot view of the four generators is shown
In Figure 4.28 and a close-up of one of the generators is shown In Figure 4.29. No additional
damage to or movement of the generators occurred as the result of Shots Yellowwood (11.5 psi)
or Tobacco (1.8 psi). The Na. ? pontoon sections were not damaged from any of the shots; how-
ever, the air blasts from Shots Koa and Yellowwood moved the sections approximately O00 feet.
Both the generatori. and pontoon sections underwent additional n'.vement during Shot Walnut
(28 psi). Movement from the remaining shots was not observed.

4.1.7 Item 24, Helicopter Pad. A helicopter pad approximately 100 by 100 feet, constructed
of standard, interlocking, steel landing mat, was located near the station complex.

This station was subjected to an estimated air blast of 38 psi from Shot Koa, and was severely
damaged. Individual pieces of landing mat were bent, broken, and scattered over a wide area.
Both the negative and positive phase of the air blast scattered the mat. Pieces were found 400
feet from the original location away from ground zero; other pieces were moved a similar dis-
tance toward ground zero. A postshot view of the landing mat in shown in Figure 4.30. Because
of the complete destruction resultia,, Irom Koa no further observations were made for the re-
maining shots.

4.2 SITE JANET

The effects of Shots Yellowwooe "7.: ", Tobacco (11.7 kt), Walnut (1.45 lIt), Elder (940 kt),
Dogwood (397 kt), Olive (202 kt), and Pine (2.1 Mt) were observed at Site Janet. Shot Koa had
no real effect at this site. The shot geometry and pressure contours are shown in Figure 4.31.
The thermal radiation from Yellowwood caused grass fires in scattered areas. Cracks on the
ground surface apparently caused by ground shock fror- Shots Koa and Yellowwood were observed
throughout the site.

4.2.1 Item 25, Station 1312. A large, 4-room, reinforced-concrete recording station was
constructed during Operation Hartsack (1958). The general plan for this structure, including
the locations of the self-recording air-overpressure gages and accelerometers, is shown in
Pigure 4.32.

This station was located in an estimated 13-, 3.7-, 33-, 58-, 31-, 21-, and 22-pal i
overpressure range from Shots Yellowwood, Tobacco. Walnut, Elder, Dogwood, Olive, and
Pine, respectively, and was not damaged by any of the shots.

The concrete face of the strtcture facing surface zero was pitted from the effects of Walnut
and Elder. The total thermal radial ;un oi the face of the structure was approximately 275 cal/
cm' liom Walnut and 450 cal/cm2 from Elder. Since this station was very close to the shore
line, the pitting of the front face must have been almost entirely the result of surface spelling of
the cow crete due to the thermal radiation. Steel surfaces exposed to this same radiation Level
on the face of the structure showed no structural effects.

The force of the water waves from Shot Walnut eroded the soil adjacent to the foundation of
the structure to depths of 5 and 5 lee-. ,Ysgu..e R.i.-.. t lder l,.• ., a...dL 1 iLiu,'d

The correlation of results of asock-tube tests on diffrctiutn-type t"I&VUL 41Uh Silui.•;r -eauIL"
of fulk-s*,ale tests arc complicated due to the efferts of precursor and dust luodlng in the field,
w•hich ire iiot prcsent In ibe shock tube. Because (.( the absence of precursor and dust effects
the opportunity was afforded at Station 1312 to obtain data on the effect of a fast-rise-time pres-
sure pulse on a diffraction -type structure, which could be more easiui compared with similar
results of shock-tube tests. Therefore, with the assistance of personnel of the Ballistics Re-
search Laborator'.es, special efforts were made to obtain blast-diffraction data. For a detailed
presentation of tIt diffraction study, see Apperdix B.

The resu"• ' air-overpressure measurements are shown in Table 4.4. Due to malfunctions
of the accelerometer gages no acceleration data was obtained.
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Figure 4.28 Post-Koa, (Item 23) generators. Pressure
level: Koa, 38 pai.

Figure 4.21' Post-Koa, (Item 23) close-up of damaged

generator. jProsrure level: Kan, 38 pai.
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4.2.2 Item 26, Station 3.1.1, Greenhouse. A multistory, multicompartment structure was
constructed during Operation Greenhouse (1951). During Greenhouse the structure was damaged
due to a peak reflected air-blast overpressure of about 30 psi from Shot Easy (Reference 9). The
air blast from Shot Item caused light damage. In general, the damage to the structure caused by
the Mike shot of Operation Ivy (1952, Reference 1) was of the same order of magnitude as that
caused by Shot Easy (Greenhouse). No additional damage was sustained by the structure du i'n

TABLE 4.4 FREE-*iELD AI1--OVERPRESSURE MEASUREMENTS, SITE JANET
So. FIgure 4.31 for location of Statios 174.26 &ad 174.31.

Oround d/Wt/' Positive Maximum Ground d/w'/' Positive Maxlium
Sl()t site Ri ftlttl' Duration Overpreomure (d) ft/kt/'" Duration Overpreobhre

It se psi ft see psi
Station 174.2 6 (near Station 1312) Station 174.31 (nemrson$.1.1)

Yallowwood Janet 5,995 869 - 16.5 8,254 1,183 1.956 7.3

Tobacco 3,9')$ 1,7/88 0.19 3.8 6,ý94 2,814 0.01 1.6
Walnut 5,995 529 1.708 43.0 8,254 729 2.057 15.0
Elder 2,966 407 - 71.0

Operation Castle (1954, Reference 10) or Operation Redwing (1956, Reference 11). The over-
all perspective for this structure is shown in Figure 4.34.

This station was located In an estimated '7.0-, 1.7-, 16.0-, 20-, 12-, V".4-, ana 13-psi air-
overpressure range for Shots Yellowwood, Tobacco, Walnut, Elder, Dogwood, Olive, and Pine,
respectively. The effects from Tob."r-- -re, negligible and no further mention of that bhot witl

Figure 4.30 Post-Koa, (Rtem 24) helicopter pad.
Pressure Level: Kos, 38 psi.

be made. An overall, pro-Hiardtack view of this station is Shown in Figure 4.35. A preshet
view of typical damage to a first floor column (Col. 13C) in Building 5 is shown in Figure 4.36.
Building 5, a rn.•; "..rcpd-concrete structure with window openings, receivea more damage from
previous operattions than any other of the buildings. The other noticeable damage from previous
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Figure 4.32 Plan including locations for air -overpressure gages
and accelerometers for (item 25) station 1312, Site Janet.
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Figure 4.33 Post-Walnut, (Itnim 25) Station 1312, erosion adjacent to

foundation. P-mssure levt-4: W'alnu., .3 pii Zildler, 58 psi; 450 cal/cmr2.

operations was found in the roof of Building 4, a reintforced-euricrete dhear-wall structure, seeI
Figures 4.37 and C.¶f.

Arn overall view of post-Yellowwood (pressure level of 7.0 pbi) is sho'A'i in Figure 4.39. By
compariag Figures 4.35 and 4.39 it can be observed that the oil drums and supporting woodI
f.eames (outside centcr of building) were lightly damaged, ine~icating that the structure Itself was

+'3

`1 F-

+Q 01 1 -I [IS~, + j

Figure 4.34 Overall oerspective fo.- (t-m 26) Station 3..!A, Slte Janet.

not damaged by the shot. A visual inspection and column-offset measurements (see Table 4.5)
* also proved that the structure received no appreciable damage from Yellowwood.

The structure responded appreciably to the effects of Shot Walnut (pressure level of 16 psi).I
Figures 4.40 and 4.41 show the overall damage, which can be compared with Figure 4.39 for

*pre-Wal-ut !. mmge. The corrugated siding on the metal buildings was damaged severil1y. Major
damage wajs observed in Building 5; damage tc, the front face and first-floor columns to shown in
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Fpigre 4.35 Preubot, (UAem 26) Station 3.1.1, Site Janet.

Figure 4.36 Preabot, (Rom 26) Station 3.1.1, Column 13C,
concrete f raem buildting, Site Janet.
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Figure 4.37 Preshot, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, crack in ceiling adjacent

to Column Line 10 of the shear wall building looking away from surface

zero, Site Janet.

U
Figure 4.38 Preahot, (eRem 26) Station 3.1.1, crack in ceding A

adjacent to north wall of the shear-wall building looking away

from surface zero, Site Janet.

Figure 4.39 Post-Yellowwood, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1. Pressure
level- Yeliowwood, 7 psi.
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Figures 4.42 through 4.45. A pre- and post-Walnut view of Column 13C call be compared Ln Fig-
ures 4.36 and 4.45. The columns in the upper two floors of this building did not receive compar-
able damage as their first-floor counterparts (Figure 4.46). Evidently the first-fhlor columns
took woet of the moment and shearing forces while the second and third floors moved away from
surface as a unit (Figure 4.42). The tops of the first-floor columns (Columns 13A, B, C and 14A,
B, C) were displaced h~orlzontally approximately 10 inches away from surface aero with respect
to thcr baie. (Table 4.5).

Figure 4.40 Post-Walnut, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1. Pressure
level: Walnut, 16 psi.

The other three frame-type buildings (2, 3, and 5) underwent very little additional lateral
movement (Table 4.5). It should be noted that the lateral movement as shown in Table 4.5 is
the permanent displacement and not the peak transient deflection. Damage to columns in the third
floor of Building 3 is sho in in Figures 4.47 and 4.48. A typical column of Building 2 is shown in

SUU

Figure 4.41 Post-Walnut, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, aerial view.
Pressure level: Walnut, 16 pet.

Figure 4.49; this picture also shows the suspended plumb bob that was used in measuring column
offsets. The roof in Building 6 lifted upward 3 to 4 inches, tapering to its normal position at a
point 7 or 8 feet from the front wall (Figure 4.50). The cracked roof section in Building 4 opened
conb,-It .,ably, being displaced a maximum of 10 inches at the center of the section adjacent to
Column Line 10 and the north end of the building (Figures 4.51 and 4.52). The bottom bars (No. 2
4) of the slab failed in tension as was noted by the neck-down of the bars at the point of breakage.
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Figure 4.42 Post-Walnut, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, close-up of
Building 5, a reinforced-concrete frame structure. Pressure
level: Walnut, 16 psi.

I dI

Figure 4.43 Post-Walnut, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, front column

of Building 5. Pressure level: Walnut, 16 psi.
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Figure 4.44 Post-Walnut, (Item 26')
Station 3. 1. 1, second row of columns
of Building 5. Pressure level: Walnut,
36 psi.

Figure 4.45 Post-Walnut, (Item 26)I

Station 3.1.1, third row of columns of
Building 5. Presbaure level: Walnut,9
16 psi.
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Firjre 4.46 Poet-Walnut, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1,
Column 13C, second floor of Building 5. Pressure

level" Walnut, I psi.

Flgq e 4.47 Post-Walnut, (Reom 26) Station 3.1.1, Column 8A,
t; iiur of Building 3. Pressure level: Walnut, 16 pal.
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Figure 4.48 Post-Walnut, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, Column 7B.
third floor of Building 3. Pressure level: Walnut, 16 psi.

Figure 4.49 Post-Walnut, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, Column 5C,
first floor of Building 2. Pressure level: Walnut, 16 psi.
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Figure 4.50 Post-' We (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, roof slab
damage, Building 6. Pressure level: Walnut, 10 psi.

Figure 4.51 Post-Walnut, (Item 26)
Station 3.1.1, crack in ceiling adjacent
to Column Line 10 of the shear-wall
building looking away from surface zero.
Pressure level: Walnut, 16 psi.
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The top bars (No. 5) held the cracked roof section in place.
She Elder (pressure level of 20 psi) caused additional damage as can be compared by viewing

Figures 4.53 and 4.54 with Figure 4.40. The shear resistance of the first-floor columns of Build-
ing 5, the concrete frame, drag structure, was overcome and the upper floors intact settled
down with the second floor girders resting on the collapsed first floor columns (Figure 4.55).
The column offset measurement,'j for Buildings 2, 3, and 6 are shown in Table 4.5. A front view
of Buildings 1, 2, and 3 is shown in Figure 4.56, Building 3, the reinforced-concrete (diffraction)
structure underwent additional permanent lateral movement, but unlike its counterpart, Building
5 (drag-type structure), the columns on each floor displaced laterally approximately the same
amount and showed sighs of damage (Figures 4,57, 4.58, and 4.59). The rear wall of Building 3
cracked horizontally, evidently from bending (Figure 4.60). Buildings 2 and 6 deflected approxi-
mately /,2 inch away from surface zero. However, most of the roof section of Building 6 was
blown upward by the blast and thrown to the ground surfac.- tn the rear of the structure (Figure
4.61). Channel shear keys welded 'o the roof girder are also visible in the picture as well as
the damage to the roof at the south end of Building 4. The major damage to Building 4 occurred
at the north end where the roof was punched inward and is supported by the cantilever effect of
the reinforcing steel (Figures 4.62, 4.63, and 4.64).

The station was next investigated after Shots Dogwood, Olive, and Pine had been fired; the
resulting estimated overpressure levels were 12, 8.4, and 13 psi, respectively. An overall
postoperation view of th, structure is a.*,,vya in r•,ure ,A.35. Lii~le additional darn~m, was 6u-

served for Buildings 2, 3, or 6. As shown in Table 4.5, the postoperztion column displacements
for Building 6 were approximately the same as those for post-Elder; the postoperation displace-
ments for Buildings 2 and 3 were less than those for post-Elder, indicating that rebound for the

buildings occurred at a slow rate.
Building 4 showed evidence of additional damage. However, the shear walls appeared sound

and the damaged roof panels were in about the same condition as observed after Shot Elder. The
third-floor slab underwent considerable bending. The maximum sag in the slab between the north
shear wall and Column Line 10 was 6 inches, between Column Lines 10 and 11, 3 inches, and
between Column Line 11 and the south shear wall, 12 inches. A view of the underside of the third
floor along Column Line 11 aMi the front wall facing surface zero is shown in Figure 4.66. The
rotation experienced by the third floor slab caused it to crack at the intersection of both shear
walls. A crack, having a 3-inch differential vertical displacenient, developed at the intersection
of the third-floor slab and front wall between Column Line 11 and the soul'. shear wail (Fivure
4.67). j

4.2.3 Item 27, Station 3.1.3, Greenhouse. A composite-type, semi-buried shelter was con-
structed during Operation Greenhouse (1951). No plastic deformations or damage were observed
during that operation (Reference 9); however, earth blown by the blast from the Mike shot partially
blocked the entrance. The structure conststed of four major parts: a cast-in-place, reinforced-
concrete shelter; three precast, reinforced-concrete pipe sections; a corrugated-pipe section;
and a cast-in-place, reinforced-concrete entrance (Reference 9). The structure suffered no

major structural damage during Operation hiy (1952, Reference 1); however, the blast doors were
removed prior to the tetl and ther ,o "', air lock was destroyed by air blast (approximately
18 psi), and the pa..nted surface oi the ;lent pipe was charred on the side facing gound -,ero. No
additional damage was inflicted to tCe structure during Operations Castle (1954, Reference 10)
and Redwing (1956, Reference 11).

The maximum estimated overpressure receive, by this station ýY,, 29 pai from Shot Elder.

The station received no additional damage from any of the shots; however, the water-wave effects
from Shot Walnut filled the entranceway with 6 inches of mud and left water standing to a height

indicated by the~water marks shown in Figure 4.68.

4.2.4 Itere 28, Stations 20A, B, C, D, E and F, Greenhouse. Reinforced-concrete gage piers
were conr,-ructed and undamaged, except ýor Station 20A, during Operator, Greenhouse (1i5i).
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Figure 4.52 Post-Walnut, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, crack in
ceiling adjacent to north wall of shear-wall building looking
away from surface zero. Pressure level: Walnut, 16 psi.

Figure 4.53 Post-Elder, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, front
-iew. Pressure level: Elder, 20 psi.
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Figure 4.54 Post-Eider, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, rear
view. Pressure Level: Elder, 20 psi.

Figure 4.55 Post-Eider, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1,
close-up of Building 5, first floor collapsed.
Pressure level: Elder, 20 psi.
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Figure 4.56 Pczt .2o. ', (Item 26) Station 3.1.1,

close-up of Buildings 1, 2, and 3. Pressure
level: Elder 20 psi.

Figure 4,57 Post-Elder, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, •

Columns 7 and 8B, first floor of Building 3.

Pressure level: Elder, 20 psi.
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Figure 4.58 Post-Elder, (Rtem 26) Station 3.1.1,
Columns 7 and 8B, second floor of Building 3.
Pressure level: Eider, 20 psi.

7S

Figure 4.59 Post-Eider, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1,
Columns 7 and 8B, third floor of Building 3. I
Pressure level: Elder, 20 psi.
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Figure 4.60 Post-Elder, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, Column 8D and
crack in rear wall, first floor of Building 3. Pressure Level:
Elder, 20 psi.

S... ...OLO... 6 •'

BLDG 4 
Sz

Figure 4.61 Post-Elder, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, destroyed roof section
of Building 6 and damaged area to roof at south end of Building 4. Pres-
sure level: Elder, 20 psi.

Ap~ ,-,.2

Figure 4.6': Post-Elder, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, outside view of punched-in
roof a-,-: at north end of Building 4. Pressure level: Elder, 20 psi.
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Figure 4.63 Post Elder, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1,
inside view of punched-in roof section, north end

of Bil.ding 4. Pressure level: Eider, 20 psi.

Figure 4.64 Post-Elder, (Item 26) Station 3.1.1, close-up of punched-in
roof section, north end of Building 4. Pressure level: Elder. 20 p1. t
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Pigure 4.65 NtDgO.Oi*e, and -Pine, (itemi 26) Station 3.1-1,

aerial view. Pressure levels: Dogwood, 12 psi; olkve, 8.4 ý,i aid Piw

13 psi.

wigure 4.66 Post-Dogwood, -Olive, and -Pine, (them 26)

St~ation 3.1.1, underside of third floor along Column Line 11,

and the f ront wall facing surf ace zero. Pressure levelý,

'Dogwood, 12 psi; Olive, 8.4 psi; and Pine, 13 psi.
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Figure 4.67 Post-Dogwood, -Olive, and -Pine, (Item 26)
Station 3.1.1, crack in third floor at intersection of front
wall between Column Line 11 and south shear wall. Pres-
sure levels: Dogwood, 12 psi; Olive, 8.4 psi; and Pine,
13 psi.

i i a

Figure 4.68 Post-Walnut, (Item 27)
Sbiaiou 3.1.*, entrance filled with
mud. Pressure level: Walnut, 21 psi.
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Station 20A was destroyed either during Ope;ýation Greenhouse or Operation Ivy.
Th.e strurtural details and elevation views of this itew are shown in Figure 4.69.
Stations 2013, C, D, and E were destroyed by the air-blast effects fron, Shot Walnut,.1 ation

20F was not damaged by any of the shots. See Aplciidix C for a detailed analysis of the response
of these piers to blast pressure.

Table CAl lists the pressures sustaiiied by 'tie various pier8 and the subsequent daniýgv. A
typical preshot view of a pier (Statior. 20B) is shown in Figure 4.70 and a post-Watlnut (pressurc
level, 25 psi) view n)f the same pier depicting typical damage, separation ot the steni front the
base, is shown in Figure 4.71.

4.2.5 Item 29, Station 77.02. A re into rced-contc rete recording station was construcied during
Operation HardtackFTi 8T. -

This station was not damaged from any of the shots and received at maximium, estiniattO pres-
r'-.. Mf

LL I

TIT ii-

Lý LAAU 1 111 111 1

Figure 4.69 Structural details and elevation views of (Item 28)
Stations 20A, B, C, D, E, and F, Site Jariet.

sure of 17 psi fromi Shot Elder. The antenna and ventilating devices on top of this station (Figure
4.72) were removed prior to Shot Elder.

4.k.6 Item 30, Landing Pier. An earth-filled pier witn reinforced-concrete side walls and
concrete cubicles (5 by 5 by 5 feet with 6-inch walls and filled with sand) for additional stability
received no damage from the first two shots, Yellowwood and Tobacco.

4lowever, Shots Walnut and Elder caused considerable dasmage (compare k <igures 4.73, 4.74,
and 4.75). Two of the conerete, cubicles werp thrown 45 and 75 feet, respectively, the steel
tramework At tie end ot the pier was bc~it over, and Ott steel grill-type flooring was U.lown a.,%ty
from the effects of Walnut (Figure 4.74). The welded horizontal beams were fractured at the welds
on hfe side adjacent to the columns; the columns tilttd on a 3-to-l (vert;-.al to horizontal) slope
ý.-._,y fr6,:t, s-irfave zoro. During Shot Eider the hrz¶ structbral mnei..L-ýi7 -if thc steel
fi-amework were blown on sho-e and oty the tilted legs remained In place (F'igure 4,75). The
two concrete cubes that were isplaced from Walnut were moved only slightly; no additional
cubes were displaced. No additional damage was observed from the other shots.

4.2.7 Camp. Tis camp was almost entirely dismantled prior to any of the shots; howevei,
th(? woodramei i rsome buildings and tents wero left in place.
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Figure 4.70 Preshot (Item 28) Station 20B, view of gage
pier facing surface zero, Site Janet.

Figure 4.71 Post-Walnut, (Item 28) Station 20B, view of

toppled gage pier. Pressure level: Walnut, 25 p,4t
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Figure 4.72 Postahot, (Item 29) Station 77.02, recording
station. Pressure level: Elder, 17 psi.

?tgur 4.7 Presot, Item 0) lndin pe , St Jnt
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Figure 4.74 Post-Walnut, (Item 30) landing pier. Pressure level: Walnut, 23 psi.j

41

F.ig~ure 4.75 Post-Elder, (Item 30) lau~ding pier. Pressure. level: Elder, 30 psi.
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p
T"o wood frames were destroyed by Cie effects from Shot Koa (pressure level of 5.2 psi).

Shot Yellowxod (pressure level of 6.2 psi) scattered oil drums that had been previously scattered
(Figure 4.76).

4.3 SITE YVONNE

The effects of Shots Cactus (17 kt), Butternut (8
4k kt), Holly (5.8 kt), Magnolia (57 kt), Rose

(14.5 kt), Linden (11.1 ki), Sequoia (5.3 kt), Pisonia (k.1 kti .- 4 Vig (21.5 tons) were observed
at Site Yvonne. The shot geometry, with pressure contours and test stations, is shown in Figure
4.77.

4.3.1 Item 31, Station 1130. A reinforced-concrete bunker was constructed during Operation
Hardtack (1958). This structure was designed to resist a 470-psi air overpressure and a 3,270-

-=,;Z- -t7

Figure 4.76 Postshot, Janet Camp. Pressure levels:
Yellowwood, 6.2 psi; Tobacco, 1.5 psi.

psi reflected air overpressure. The plan and elevation for this structure are shown in Figure
4.78.

The structure was located in the 450-psi air-overpressure range for Shot Cactus and damaged
only from that shot. The damage was confined to the side tunnel. A preshot view of the entrance
(side away from ground zero) is shown in Figure 4.79 and a post-Cactus view is shown in Figure
4.80. Thermal ±±diaLlun cu;u'.intci tn het be n.l/emn 2 from Shot Butternut, which was fired after
Shot Cactus, ourned tMe b'lack paint uto the wall stirface as can be seen by comparing itg..rr.'
4.79 and 4.80. A preshot view of the entrance to the side tunnel is shown in Figure 4.81. A post-
Cactus view, Figure 4.82, shows the damaged entranceway. Apparent`y the blast wave that
entered the tunnel-like entrance (side-on to the shock %.ont) was reflectcj 2.t .'mc tunnel's end.
The resulting Increase in pressure caused the tunnel walls and roof to separate and crack as
though an explosion had occurred inside the tunnel. An interior crack near the junction with
main structure showing the "bulging" failure can be seen in Figure 4.83. The tunnel was not
fastened with dowels to the main station but merely keyed.

Thermal radlilon at this close range was estimated to be 650 cal/cm2 . Very little of the
tunnel was di.r.ctly exposed to this radiation as can be seen in Figure 4.81; however, the ai'eao
that were exposed showed remarkably little effect due to this exposure, Figure 4.82.
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Figure 4.79 Preshot, (Item 31) Station 1130, entrance, Site Yvonne

Figure 4.80 Postshot, (Item 31) Station 1130, entrance.
Pressure level: Cactus, 450 psi, Lutternut, 20 cal./cm

2
.
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Figure 4.81 Preshot, (Item 31) Station 1130, sidw-tuunel
entrance, Site Y,,r.c"

rigure 4.82 Post-Cactus, (Item 31) Station 1130, slde-tunne'
entrance. Pressure level: Cactus, 450 psi; 650 cal/cm2 .
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-. 3.2 Item 32, Station 1220.01. A steel cubicle mounted on a structural-steel platform was
erected during Operation Hardtack. This station was located in the 450-psi air-overpressure
range for Shot Cactus and was destroyed; only the legs of the structure survived. Preshot and
postshot views are shown in Figures 4.84 and .. 86, respectively.

during Opcratiun Hardtack (1958).

This station was located in the 450-psi air-overpressure range for Shot Cactus and apparently
undamaged. A preshot picture is shown in Figure 4.85 and a post-Cactus view in Figure 4.86.

4.3.4 Item 34, Station 1612. A reinforced-concrete recording station with a timber entrance
tunnel and reinforced-concrete retaining wall was constructed during Operatio: H-ardtack (1958).
The plans for the station with details for the retaining wall only are shown in Figu,e 4.87.

This station was located in the 1,600-psi air-overpressure range for Shot Cactus. As a re-

sult of the surcharge from this overpressure the timber entrance tunnel was filled in with sand
and the adjoining retaining wall cracked and tilted outward 2 to 3 feet. A preshot view of the
retaining wall is shown in Figure 4.88 and a post-Cactus view showing both the retaining wall
and the enkrance to the station is shown in Figure 4.89.

The damaged, saaid-filled timber t.nnel ,•. ruin,, ed by 'lhe use of a bulldo7er and thp interior
of the detector station was investigated for structural damage. It was observed that the rear
wall (wall away from ground zero) was damaged at the junctures with both the ceiling and floor
(Figure 4.90). Apparently air blast entered the collimator ploes and tended to blow out the rear
wall. The rear wall was 1 foot thick, the floor and ceiling both were A feet thick, and the steel
reinforcement for all three elements consisted of No. 7 bars at 12 inches on center, both ways,
and in each face.

4.3.5 Item 35, Stations 1523.01 io 1523.04. Four steel-pipe towers encased by a plywood
covering were constructed for Operation Hardtack (1958). A corrugated-metal pipe (48 inches
in diameter) mounded with sand led from each station to ground zero. A preshot picture of this
station is shown as Figure 4.91.

The stations were located in the 450-psi air-overpressure zone for Shot Cactus and were de-
stroyed by that shot. All that remained -was the foundations for the to-';crs and remnants of the
corrugated pipe.

The air-blast wave smashed the far wall of each tower foundation, as shown in Figure 4.92.
A typical failure pattern for the 48-inch, round, corrugated-metal pip-, leading to ground zero
is shown in Figure 4.93.

4.3.6 Item 36, Station 1310. A massive, reinforced-concrete structure was constructed and
undamaged during Operation Redwing (1956). A new reinforced-concrete room was added on the
roof and the entire structure mounded over with earth for Operation Hardtack (1958).

This station received a maximum, estimated overpressure of 16 psi from Shot Magnolia and
experic-oc•d au strucuora! danagc from any of the shots. A preshot view of this station is shown
in Figure 4.94 an'd post-Rose view .-howiag loss of earth cover is shown in 0'gurc 4.95.

4.3.7 Item 37, Water Tank. A 21,000-gallon tank contru. ..ed of s-irich steel plates with
V2-mnch round bolts spaced qt 2 inches on c.r,ti.r, and having a rviiuF tf J0 feet 10 inches and a
height of 8 feet, was damaged during Hardtack (1958).

The tank was located in thel.5-, 6.5-, 2.4-, 7.0-, 2.5-, 3.4-, 2.3-, and 3.4-psi air-overpressure
zones for Shots Cactus, Butternut, Holly, Magnolia, Rose, Linden, Sequoia, and Pisonia. The
tank was not affected by Shot Cactus but was damaged by Shot Butternut as shown in Figure 4.96.
The tant. was half full of water at that time. Shot Holly had no additional effects. The tank was
dami,,;eu additionally by Shot Magnoia as seen by the local buckling failure around the top perim-
eter and the dishing of the roof as shown in Figure 4.97. No additional damage from the remai,' -
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Figure 4.83 Post-Cactus, (Item 31) Station 1130, crack at intersection
of tunne, and main structure. Pressure level: Cactus, 450 psi.

M

Figure 4.84 Preshot, (Item 32) Station 1220.01,
cubicle, Site Yvonne.
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Figure 4.85 Preshot, (Item 33) Station 1216, SiLtu Yvonne.

44

F, 'gura 4.86 Post-Cactus, (Items 32 and 33) bttions 1220. 01
and 1216. Pressure level: Cac' is, 450 psi.
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Figure 4.88 Preshot, (Item 34) Station 1612, retaining wall, Site Yvonne.

WAD"H WALJL

4w4

f~h..

.Mgure 4.89 Post-Cactus, (Itemn 34) Station 1612, retaining wall and



Figure 4.90 Post-Cactus, (Item 34) Station 1612, Interior view.
Pressure level: Cactus, 1,600 psa.

ITFM 35

Fig" 4A.P1 Preshot, (Item 35) Stations 1523.01 to 1523.04, Site Y-'on.ne
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Figure 4.92 Post-Cactus, (Item 35) Stations 1523.01 to 1523.04,
foundation pit for towers. Pressure level: Cactus, 450 psi.

4I

Figure 4.93 Post-Cactus, (Item 35) Stations 1523.01 to 1523.04, 48-inch
.ntAi corrugated pipe leading to ground zeru. Pressure level: Cactus,

450 psi.
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Figure 4.94 Preshot, (Item 36) Station 1310, concrete, earth-covered
station, Site Yvonne.

SZ - (Except Coctus

-.- -_ .-.

A-b

Figure 4.95 Post-Rose, (Item 36) Station 1310, concrete, earth-covered
stati, ,. Pressure levels: Cactus, 4.5 psi; IButternut, 12 p3i; Holly, 7.5

psi; Magnolia, 16 psi; and Rose, 4.2 psi.
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Figuze 4.98 Post-Butternut, (Htem 37) 21,000-gallon water tank.
Pressure level: Butternut, 8.5 pat.

- ".-. ýq

Fiur 49 Ps-Manla Ie 7 2,0-ganwtrtn n

Yvonne Capae.Pesuelvl agoi,70p.
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ing shots was observed. Even though the tank was badly dented near the upper rim none of the
bolts or bolt holes showed signs of incipient failure, and it appeared that the tank with some
minor repairo could easily be placed in use again. The above-ground connections of 4-inch and
2-inch water pipjs and the exposed 4-inch, rising-stem, gate valves (125-psi rated) were un-
damaged.

4.3.8 Yvonnc Canwp. The camp located at the south end of Site Yvonne (Figure 4.77) was
damaged severely. Damage resulting from the various shots to several types of construction
and miscellaneous Items is described as follows:

Timber Buildings and Tents. Light temporary timber buildings were severcly
damaged from the 1.5- to 2.0-psi air overpressure from Shot Cactus. The first two rows of

mI

I

I

Figure 4.98 Post-Czctus, camp damage, tents. Pressure
level: Cactus, 2.0 psi.

tents (closest to ground zero) were not only collapsed but moved away from ground zero a dis-
tance of 0 to 8 feet (Figure 4.98). The remaining tents did not experience this movement but
were partially collapsed. Tht light-plyw,-od-covered buildings were severely damaged, the
smaller buildings being dam•aged the ieaett. Tae tram~ee of inaoy struc.u,'es wer'e culiaybtd w

varying degrees and the plywood siding of many was blown off (Figure 4.99). The iatrine which
was the closest camp building to ground zero was not only damaged but r ov'id 0 inches away
Iko'i'rrind zero. The blast that entered this building auvarently exerted a greater pressure
than the external pressure, as indicated by the outward oulging of the roof and side walls as
shown in Figure 4.100. None of the buildings or tents were charred from the thermal pulse
from Shot Cactus. The estimated pressure level of 5.8 to 8.2 psi from Shot Butternut completely
destroyed all the terts and timber buildings.

Telephone Poles. Wood telephone poles located in an estimated 2.5-psi pressure range
for Shot Cactuz v; :'• undamaged. The same poles located in the 12-psi air-overpressure for
Shot Butternut were bent and one was broken at the base as shown in Figure 4.101; the bent pole
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Figure 4.99 Post-Cactus, camp damage, light timber construction.
Pressure level: Cactus, 1.5 psi.

j If -.,I

Figure 4.100 Post-Cactus, camp damage, Latrine. Pressure
level: Cactus, 2.0 psi.
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Figure 4.101 Post-Butternut, telephone poles. Pressure
level: Butternut, 12 psi.

r"'-ire 4.102 Post-Butternut, radar reflector. Pressure

'.evel: Butternut, 5.8 psi.
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Figure 4.103 Post-Butternut, helium bottles. Pressure
level: Butternut, 5.8 psi.

Figure 4.104 Post-Magnolia, helium bottles. Pressure
level: Magnolia, 6 psi. I
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in the right foreground is a 3-inch, round, steel pipe. The same poles were located in an esti-
mated 16-pal range for Shot Magnolia and were %napped off at the base.

Radar Reflector. A multiunit, radar reflector, undamaged from the effects of Shot Cactus,
was ripped from its concrete foundation and thrown 50 feet from the effects of Shot Butternut. A
view of this slation, which was located in the estimated 5.8-psi range from Shot Butternut, is
shown in Figure 4.102.

Helium Bottles. Helium bottles stored in the camp area were undamaged but shifted

gi

IVI

Figure 4.105 Poetshot, fire hydrant. Pressure levels: Cactus,

2.0 psi; Butternut, 8.2 pai; Holly, 3.1 psi; Magnolia, 9.0 psi;
Rose, 3.1 pai; Linden, 4.'?psi; Sequoia, 3.0 psi; and Pisonia,
2.8 psi.

slightly from some of the shots. This movement can oe compared by viewing Figure 4.103 (post-
Butternut, 5.8 psi) and Figure 4.104 kpost-Magnolia, 6 pasi). The remaining shots had no addi-
tio"Il effects.

SFire Hydrant. A typical view of a fire hydrant located in the 2.0-, 8.2-, 3.1-, 9-, 3.1-,
4.7-, 3.0-, and 2.8-psi air-overpressure range for Shots Cactus, Butternut, Holly, Magnolia,
Rose, Linden, Sequoia, and Pisonia, respectively, is shnwn in Figure 4.105. The hydrant was
not damaged by any of the shcts.
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Chopter 5
DISCUSSION

The discussion of results is divided into three general catcgories: prediction curves, radiation I
and water waves, and damage-distance relationships.

5.1 PREDICTION CURVES

5.1.1 Air Overpressure. Observed pressure-distance data, reduced to a 1-kt surface burst,
have been plotted in Figure 5.1, where the solid curve is identical to the 1-kt plot shown in Fig-
ure 2.3, which was used for predicting the ground-surface air overpressure for each of the vari-
ous stations that were lnvestigatLed and summarized in this report. The points in the high-pressure
zone, as plotted in Figure 5.1, represent data (References 12 and 13) from Shots Cactus (17 kt)
and Koa (1.38 Mt), thus covering a low y'ald .•tl a high-yield 6ht.

In the very-low-pressure range, the plotted points £'eprec,.nt data (Reference 12) from Shots
Cactus, Koa, Butternut (80 kt), Magnolia (57 kt), and Yellowwood (340 kt). The data, as plotted,
have not been corrected for wind, temperature, or any of the other meteorological conditions
that can have marked effects on the properties of a blast wave in the ranges of very-low air over-
pressures.

The plotted points agree closely with the prediction curve, thus establishing a satisfactory
level of confidence for the predicted air-overpressure values for the other shots investigated
during the operation.

5.1.2 Floor-Slab Acceleration. Limited acceleration data are available, and only a few points
(References 12 and 13) were plotted on the acceleration-prediction curve (Figure 2.5), as shown
in Figure 5.2. The points represent data from Shots Koa and Cactus. The data are not sufficient
to determine the overall reliability of results obtained from using the cul •e; however. I; nner

that a reasonable value can be determined.

5.2 RADIATION AND WATER WAVES

5.2.1 Nuclear Radiation. Methods for predicting radiation within structures were not avail-
able at the time of this operation except for the slant-thickness method which, as shown by this
report, is not reliable. The path-of-least-resistance method for predicting radiation withi -
structures was therefore developed and is described in Appendix A. The measured and predicted
values using this method were in reasonably close agreement. See Section A.6 for a detailed
discussion.

5.2.2 Thermal Rlxdiation Damage. Primary thermal radiatioe& has isvidum been A guverniuK
factf'r in damage to structures. However, it is quite important to knnw thermal levels when
designing protective structures for very-high-<verpressure regions.

The predominant effect of thermal irradiation is the heating of exposed surfaces oi structures.
The effect of moderate irradiaticn on steel is simply to heat the surface; however, thin sections
can lose strength. The effect of moderate irradiation on concrete results only in surface spalling.

Observation of structures during this operation showed no case where thermal radiation was
a governing factor in structural damage. Observations included steel exposed to 1,400 cal/cm2

(Item 10) 1-.' concrete exposed to 650 cal/cm2 (Item 31,.
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b.2.3 Water Waves. Blast-generated water waves were instrumental in removing consider-
able quantities of loose material from earth mounds and earth berms. Observations of wave
damage in this and past operations indicate that close-in structures surviving the effect of air
blast will undoubtedly survive the force of water waves. See Section D.5, Appendix D, for i.detailed discussion.

5.3 DAMAGE-DISTANCE RELATIONSHIPS

Damage to certain common facilities and installations, such as cainp sites, generators, and
storage tanks, has been observed and reported during several previous operatlo:as. For these
items, the past damage data, as well as that obtained during Operation Hardtack, have beern
studied for the purpose of determining damage-distance relationships. Where possible, the
damage has been compared with the curves of TM 23-200 (Reference 8).

Damage classification, nkimely, severe, moderate, and light (Reference 8), has been used

throughout this report In describing the degree of damage to the various stations. In the follow-
ing sections a detailed description of damage classifications pertaining to specific items is given.

5.3.1 C,•np and Wood-Frame Structures. The light wood-frame buildings for camp sites
were constructed to i;;'ovlde tempor.-r,' faci...c.z, f~r ; ,eesin-. storage, maintenance, and admin-
istration. Typical construction for these buildings consisted of 2-by-4-inch studs 2 feet on cen-
ter, trussed rafters 2 feet on center, t/2-inch exterior plywood siding, and corrugated aluminum
roof ing.

The damage-distance relationship shown in Figure 5.3 represents the results of observations
of damage made during Operations Ivy, Castle, Redwing, (Section 1.2.1 and References 1 and 2),
and Hardtack. The following descriptions define the damage levels for the curves shown:

S e v e r e Dam age. Frame shattered so that the structure is for the most part collapsed.
Moderate Damage. Wall framing cracked. Roof badly damaged. Interior parti'Lions

blown down.

Light Damage. Windows and doors blown in. Interior partitions cracked.
Distances shown for severe damage are those for which the probability of the damage occur-

ring is 50 percent, the 2.0-psi level. The spread of the data in the severe-damage range supports
the methods ot obtaining 10-percent and 90-percent probability given in Reference 8. For 90-
percent probability, use is made of the distance for a weapon of half the desrcd, ...-..... _
percent probability, use is made of the distance for a weapon of twice the desired yield.

The moderate-damage level (1.0 psi) was determined by using the distance for a weapon of
four times the desired yield, as in Reference 8. The light-damage curve (0.75 psi) is intended
to represent the upper limit of nuisance damage and the threshold of light damage. The severe-
damage curve (50-percent probability) for wood-frame buildings, one- or two-story house type,
as given in Reference 8, is also shown in Figure 5.3.

Damage to several types of heavy-wood-framed structures has been observed, but insufficient
data make it impossible to determine damage-dictance relationships for such variable structures.
However, iL ihas bcc:u k '.3 smrai• fhnf ;mall, essentially windowless, wood-frame structures
ckn be designed ta withstand overprcssures up to 4.5 psa (Reference 1), if P. moderzt.n detree of
damage is acceptable.

5.3.2 Storage Tanks. D-mage curves (Kei,.,nce 8) show thw,- lar•, oil storage tcnks (30 feet
in height, 50 feet in diameter) are primarily diffraction structures and, therefore, overpressure
sensitive. Damage levels for large oil tanks are described as follows:

Seve re Damage . Large distortion of sides, seams split, so that most of the contents are
lost (approximately 11-psi lcvcl).

Mo, s rate Damage, Roof collapsed, sides above liquid buckled, some distcrtion below
liquI. ,ievel (approximately 5-psi level).

Light Damage. Roof badly damaged (approximately I-psi level).
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A 21,000-gallon water tank (Item 37) directly exposed to 6.5 and 7.0 psi of air overpressurea
received light damage. The roof was dished in. and there was a small amount of buckling of the
sides above the level of liquid in the tank. In addition, it was noted that there was no damnkge to
the exterior connecting piping.

Similar tanks exposed during previous operations (Section 1.2.1) confirm the observation that
these imaller tanks are considerably less vulnerable to damage at a given pressure level thin
large oil-storage tanks. There is insufficient data to plot a damage-distance relationship for
tanks of the type investigated in this report. However, examination of the data indicates that
light damage is to be expected between air overpressures of 3 and 10 psi.
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Figure 5.4 Da.a for Structure 3.1.1 plotted on curves entitled
"Severe Damage to Various Structures Primarily Overpressure-
Sensitive by Surface Burst of Various Yields" from Reference 8.

5.3.3 Station 3.1.1 (Item 26, Three-story Blast-Resistant Buildings). The response of this
structure allowed a lrnited comparison of observed with predicted damage. However, predicted
damage is bascd on the effects. from Ai,;ie !thotz while the structures in quetion we:' .uhjected
to many shots. The severe-damage curve labeled "Blast Resistant, Reinforced-Concrete Build-
i&ugs" ,shown on Page 7-45 of Reference 8 was used for compar!,.g predicted with observed re-
8ponse. This comparison can be seen in Fig'ire 5.4. Here the .'.erv-d responses for the various
shots are plotted on the prediction curve. The curve labeled "Blast Resistant Reinforced Con-
crete Bldgs" has an indicated 34 psi at its lower end. The upper end, although not labeled, de-
creases to 32 psi for the greater yields and ranges.

The curve predicted something less than seve.ve damage for Shots Walnut and Elder alone.
Severe dar,,ge is defined as the collapse of the first floor columns of the building. Shot Walnut
caused t- .olumns of the first floor of Building No. 5 (the concrete stru-ture with windows, to
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displace laterally about one foot, thereby greatly weakening the structure. It can be assumed
that a slight additional load would have caused collapse of the columns. Shot Elder, which had
about the same input pressure as Walnut, provided the force necessary to cause collapse of the
first floor columns.

Since none of the blast-resistant steel buildings, the concrete building vwihuut windows, and
the shear-wall building underwent severe damage, the damage curve as used also appears rcA-
sonrable for predicting the response of these structural types.

Although the roof of tim shear-wall building collapsed, the frame and wai'.s were only slightly
distressed and the building was not considered to be severely damaged. The roof failure shows
the need for careful consideration of roof designs. For example, it was observed that the line
of failure for roofs occurred at locations where main stress steel had been terminated; had these
bars been continued, these failures may not have occurred.

5.3.4 Station 1312 (Item 25, One-story, Reinforced-Concrete Building). This structure pro-
vided the opportunity to record blast-diffraction measurements from four different shots. It
was observed that the predicted and recorded pressures on the front and rear faces of the station
were in close agreement. The observed and the predicted pressure curves along the roof were
in rather poor agreement, especially alter the arrival of the vortex. See Section B.2, Appendix
B, for a detailed discussion.

5.3.5 Gage Piers (Item 28). Since several of the piers failed from air-blast effects and one
did not, an opportunity was afforded to compare predicted response with observed respe'uke for
diffraction targets oriented at various angles of incidence with surface zero. Even though the
analysis was made assuming both the strength properties of the materials aid the air-overpressure
values for the stations investigated, the predicted and the observed response were in close agree-
ment. See Section C.4, Appendix C, for a detailed discussion.

5.3.6 Miscellaneous Damage. The nany support-type structures loc(ated at the various sites
were exposed to a wide range of overpressure. The heavily reinforced-concrete structures
located at the end of Site Tare were subjected to pressures over 1,000 psi from low-yieid kt
devices without being damaged. An unmounded, reinforced structure (Item 2) located on Site
Able was subjected to an estimated 1,200 psi from a 9.3-Mt device and was completely destroyed.

Generators (Item 23), located behind the statiut: complex (earth-mounded staL.on) and exposed
to an overpressure of 35 psi, suffered severe damage. However, of particular interest was the
striking evidence of the protection afforded objects sheltered from the air blast by an obstruction.
The fully sheltered generator moved only 2 feet, whereas the least sheltered generator was
thrown 60 feet.
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Chopter 6
CONCLUSIONS Gnd RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

The objective of recording damage from air blast, radiation, and blast-generated water waves
was attained. Detailed conclusions are presented In Appendixes A, B, C, and D. The general

conclusions are that:
1. The peak air-overpressure curve (Figure 5.1) is reliable for scaled air overpressures

from 0.1 to 350 psi.
2. The peak-ground-acceleration curve (Figure 5.2) gave reasonable predictions of floor-

slab accelerations. However, thoi overall reliability of the curve is uncertain, inasmuch as
limited data were obtained.

3. RadiaLlon level. inside shelter, lascuz, .i Lhit. report were adequately predi'ted ',Y
using a path-of-least-resistance method (see AppendLx A).

4. Radiation levels inside shelters were not realistically predicted ushiig the least-slant-
distance concept.

5. Thermal radiation was not a governing factor in structural damage for exposures up to
1,400 cal/cmZn for steel.

6. Total thermal radiation of up to 650 cal/cm' caused only minor surlace spalling of directly
exposed concrete.

7. Structural effects due to water waves may be neglected for close-in structures designed
to withstand air blast.

8. At greater distances, where air blast is of no great consequence, water waves must be
considered In structural design and planning.

9. Light wood-frame structures (camp buildings) suffered severe damage from air over-
pressures ranging from 1.4 to 3.0 psi.

10. Bclted-steei, ground-surface storage tanks (2"',000 to 30,000 gallons in capit,,Lty), LULL
of liquid, suffered only light damage from overpressureE less than 10 psi.

11. The eamage-prediction curve entitled "Blast Resistant, Reinforced-Concrete Buildings,
Reference 8, appears adequate fcr predicting damage to thrc e-story, blast-res'Atant structures
of the Station 3.1.1 type, i.e., reinforced-concrete building, with and without windows; structural
steel, with and without windows; and a reinforced-concrete, shear-wall building.

12. Reinforcing steel in roofs of blast-resistant structures should be designed to provide
more uniformity of strength. At least one half (but preferably all), the area of positive rel.iforce-
ment required within a continuous or restrained se'tion of roof should extend beyond the face of
the suppo,~' fnr a d.star.e, of rill hnz- Arameters. At least one half the reinforcement provided for
negative moment at the support 6rould be extetided beyond the poiait of inflcction a dists.ne'• ,muf.I-
cient to develop the allowable stress ir. such bars or a distance equal to the depth of the member,
whichever distance is greater. By this procedure, abrupt chang .3 la the strength of a member
4uuld be minimized. Local fnilures, thus, w.u!,.' not cause the fzl1:re :-f -i whole roof oectloq
before other portions (of that section) were overstressed.

13. Heavily reinforced concrete structures (earth-mounded and having 5- to 6-foot-thick
walls and roof with clear spans up to 5 feet) survived air overpressures of 1,000 psi without
damage.

14. Obji:cts located close behind earth mounds within a distance approximately equal to the
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height of the mound received considerable protection from dynamic pressures at overpressures
of 35 psi an, lower.

15. Exposed standard 2-inch and 4-inch water pipes, including standard rising-stem valves,
survived pressures up to 8 psi without sign of damage.

16. For structures oriented so that a line drawn through ground zero is normal to the front
face of the structure (zero angle of incidence), it was found that the method used in predcting
loading on the front and back walls of diffraction-type structures provided results sufficiently
realistic for design ur analysis purposes.

17. The predicted shape of the overpressure curve for the roof of diffraction-type targets
was not in close agreement with measured results.

18. The method used for predicting pressures on the front and rear faces of diffraction
targets at various angles of incidence with ground zero is satisfactory for design but not for
analysis purposes.

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. It is recommended that the path-of-least-resistance method (Appendix A) be adopted for
use in predicting radiation within structures.

2. The present method available for predicting pressures on the front and rear faces of dif-
fractLon, targets oriented at a zero angle of incidence !F 71dcLu.te and !s recommended for decsign
and analysts purposes. The present method of predicting roof pressure soiuld be u3ed until a
better method is determined.

3. Additional high explosive and/" .. 0 .. K-tube experiments should be perfornmed to: (1) de-
termine a more realistic overpressure distribution along !'oofs of diffraction-type targets; and
(2) determine the pressure distribution on the front and back faces of these targets when oriented
at various angles of incidence with ground zero.

4. Continuous beams, slabs, or walls of blast-resistant structures should be designed for
greater uniformity of strength throughout their span. Any abrupt changes in the strength of a
member invite local failure which can cause the whole member to fail before other portions of
the member are seriously distressed.
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Appendix A
NUCLEAR RADIATION

By Edwin S. Townsley, Captain, Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army Engineer

Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi

A.1 INTRODUCV'iON effect and the air-earth interface). Tho.,efore, it is

Film-badge dosimeters were installed in four obvious that thcre are considerable uncertainties not

structures to obtain addilional Information on shield- only as to the intensity of radiation, but also as to the
distribution of the energy and the angle of incldeace of

log against nuclear radiation. The effectiveness of the radiati-n at the exterior surface of the structure.
shielding is determined primarily by the following
factors taken from Reference 8: (1) distribution of A.3 STRUCTURAL SHIELDING
the energy of radiltion, (2) intunsity of the incident
radiation, (3) angle of incidenc- o. Lhe radiation, 'I)* As v;Rs noterd in Section A.1, both the mass and
mass of the shielding material, and (5) geometry of geometry of the structure must he considered. In

the shielding. determining the attenuation of rr.diation with thickness

The first three of these are functio;, - .ii, i'adia- for various materials, the normal procedure is to
tion itself while the last two are functions of the pro- direct a known radiation perpendicularly against a

tective shelter. Therefore, to better understand the specimen of the material in question and measure the

problem of shielding, a brief review of what is known ainuait of radiation on the other side of the specimen.

about radiation and how the structure affects radiation Therefore the geometry of the material is assumed

will he given, to he ai, infinite plane of given thickness, and the radi-
ation is monodirectional, assumed to be monoenergetic,
and normal to the ourface of the specimen.

A.2 ThlEORY OF RADIATION Thus the normal proceduri for computing the at-

Since the purpose of this discussion is to point out tenua ion to be obtained in a structure is to assume

the uncertainties involved in making computatiors of that a monoenergetic and monodirectional radiation

shielding against radiation, the discussion will center strikes the suriace of the structure at an angle deter-

primarily on initial gamma radiation. The uncertain- mined by the line of sight b)tween the source and the

ties arising in considering neutron and residual radi- structure. The slant thickness of the structural ma-

ation are no less formidable. The following definition tWrial measured along this line of sight is used In

of flux as pertains to nuclear radiation is taken from determining attenuation. Work by the National Bureau

Reference 14: of Standards (Reference 15) indicates that the shield-

"I'he flux of any type of radiation is •he total num- ing computed In this way may be much greater than

her ol particles per unit area and per unit time arriving actually exists for concrete wails of more than five

at a particular puint fram all directions and at all ihches thickness and angles of incidence greater than

energies. The unscattered flux is that portion of the thirty-five degrees. Therefore, the problem of pre-

total flux which arrives directly at the point in ques- dicting shielding involvee the dual problems of deter-

tion from the source, without !having suffered any mi,ing what radiation exists at the outside of the
previous collisios. I hle uniL.iAttcrci dlu, s niý,,, structure and of computing how much of that radiation

directionl if the source ol radiation is a point." passas through the walls of the ýtructure 4o its interi,.r,

It is possible to write an equation for the unscattered orto quote Reference 14:

flux at a target in terms of the intensity of the (point) "No generalize' tr,3atment if the military gamma

.,u:-cu, (ditaoce DeLween cource and taraet and the shielding problem, either theoretically or experimen-

mean free path in the uniform homogeneous medium tally based, can be presented at this iicc. The geo-

in which both the target and hource are assumed to be metrical configuration of a structure bears important-

located. This equation becomes less accurate as ly on its shielding effectiveness; the geometry of the

approximations are added to account for the contribu- most practical structures and of the topography in

tion of scattered flax, size and distribution of energy which they are located cannot he simply described in
in the source, Rn.-: %.he lack of uniformity and hornoge- a mathematical sense. It is extremely difficult there-
neity in the m.=ium (including both the hydrodynami,.. • ore to compute the shieiding effectivenesE -.1 a gvyen
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structure with any reasonable accuracy. The computa- more than one side or "window" is assumed to be I
tional problem is compounded by the general lack of additive.
information of ti-_ distribution of radiation at the re- 4. Where two different shielding,. are offered,
ceiver in intensity, energy, and angle. Generalizations such as when a steel door occupies a portion of a wall,
based on experimental measurements are equally the attenuations of radiation through the two are corm-
difficult because the uara are limited and distributed puted separately, and their contributions to Olr! interi-
eve" a variety of structural types, and often lack in- or dose are assumed to be in proportion tW their areas
tern-! consistency. This, in turn, assumes that the solid angle subtendeta

"Under these ctra,,:stancts it is felt that, at by these areas at the point of interest is proportional
present, the best way to determine the shielding ef- to their areas. Steel doors located to one side of a
fectiveness of a given configuration of materials is wall do not satisfy this assumption, but the effect of
to esti'nate it from experimentally measured values the door is overestimated and the prediction is on
for similar structures under similar conditions." the safe side.

It was because of thlis statement that radiation These predictions are assumed to be valid up to a
measurements were taken in a variety of structures. disiance from the "window" equal to 11/2 timzs the
But this method of determining the shielding is not largest dimension of the "window."
adequate for the engineer who faces the problem of
designing a structure to protect its contents from all A 5 RESULTS
weapon effects. Accordingly, for purposes of predict- Internal radiation predictions were made for four
Ing the shielding offercd by a structure, a somewhat structures (Stations 560.01, 78.01, Station Complex,
different approach was takei. and 3.4) using values of external (loses determined

from Reference 8 and shown in Tables 3.1 and 4.1.
A.4 PREDICTION METnODS The attenuation factors tor materials, i.e. , concrete,

A.4.1 Slant Thickness. The conventional method steel, soil, etc., were also determined by using Ref-
of computing shielding is to determine the thict'.k - erence S. flowcver, there attenuation factors nare
of the material of the structure along the line of sight applicable for yields below 100 !At ad therelore the
to the source. These thicknesses can be transformed factors used in this report will be somewhat conserv-
into attentuation factors by reference to numerous ative since the yields of most of the weapons in ques-
available charts. In this study the charts in TM 23- far exceed 100 kt. Both the slant-thickness and path-
200 (Reference 8) were used. of-least-resistance 1 rediction methods were used.

In the following computations the attenuation factors
A.4.2 Path of Least Resistance. Generally, it has are first determined and the resulting attenuated radi-

been observed that radiation inside structures is ation values which are the product of the attenuation
greater than could be explained on the basis of slant- factor and the predicted external dose ere presented
thickness computation. It has long been recognized in Tables A.1 through A.4.
that the radiation inside a structure may be much high-
er thai, anticipated due to the admittance of radiation A.5.1 Station 560.01 (Item 2,. This wa : a reetanee-
through the entranceway. To make some estimate of lar box structure with interior dimensions cf 25 by 10
this effect, and to attempt to account for the weakness by 9 ieLt with 4-foot-thick walls and roof (Figure 3.5).
of the slant-thickness method found by the National The wall facing surface zero for all shots of intereat
Bureau of Standards, the following assumptions and was shielded by an earth berm which was three feet
approximations were made: higher than the structure (Figure 3.6). The berm was

1. In r#g
t

ons of high flux, where shielding is a six leet thick at the top with a vertical surface adja-
problem, radiation is assumed to be essentially direc- cent to the structure and a two-on-one slope facing
tional along the line of sight in its properties. (An in- surface zero. This berm was partially eroded by
dication of the validity of this assumption will be found wave action during Shot Fir.
in Secti:n A.6. ) Sir, c the distance from surface zero wvas the same

2. Where this direetionial ridl.ttori 'mnit turn ap- tar She s Fir, Sycamore, and Aspen, the shielding
proximately 90 degrees to enter the shelter, tis: flux cGPI.pUtuties arc thc same for all thrirc shots. rhl-
is reduced to !•. of its line-of-sight intensity. (This erosion of the berm was not surveyed and has not been
figure was arri.oid at by observing that radiation in- taken into account, thus 'he ratio of abserved to pre-
tens~ttes in foxholes, where essentially a right-angle dicted interior doses may be slightly higher for the a
t%_ n of radiation is required, vary fromt 1/10 to %, ol last two shots. The computations are as foilows:
the line-of-sight intensity.) If two right angles or 180 Slant-Thickness Method:
degrees must be turned, the intensity is 1/t00 the line- Geometry, 20 feet of earth and 4 feet of concrete.
of-sight intensity (approximately 1/4") . Attenuation Factor (AF) for:

3. Since the foxhole is a box structure with one 20 ft of soil 10-1
side open as a "window" ,) radiation, radiation through 4 ft of concrete - 1.1 X 10- 3

Total AF: (a b) 1.1. ' 10- , essentia'ly ve•.
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TABLE A.1 PREDICTED AND RECORDED RADIATION VALUES FOR STATION 560.01

See Section A.-.1 for determination of attenuation factors (AF).

Predicted Doe Behind Door Average Inwrior Dose

Predicted Predicted Predicted Predicted

St se Method I * Method II t" Recorded Method I * Method IIt _ Rbcorded
IMF A Dose AF Dose AF Dose AF Dose

r r r r r r r

Fir 7,000 0 0 7 x 10-1 49 24.6 0 0 8.68 x 10-, 6.1 3.0
Sycamore 210 0 0 7 x 10-3 1.56 0.6 0 0 8.68 x 10-4 0.18 0.1
Aspen 1,000 0 0 7 x 10-3 7.0 21.0 0 0 8.08 x 10-' 8.68 ?.5

Slant-thickness method.

t Path-of-least-resistance method.

TABLE A.2 PREDICTED AND RECORDED RADIATION VALUES FOR STATION 78.01

See Section A.5.2 for determination of attenuation factors (AF).

Predicted Dose Behind Door Average Interior Dose

Shot Predicted Predicted Predicted Predicted
Shot Exterior

Method I * Method 1l t Recorded Method I * Method I11 t RecordedAF Done AF Dose AF Dome AF Dome

r r r r r r r

rir 10r,000 . . .. - . 0 _.9 X 14-4 9.8 .. 0
Sycamore 320 . -. ... . 0 0 9.8 x 10" 0.31 0
Aspen 1,500 0 0 3.5 x 10-' 5.25 23.0 0 0 9.8 x 10-4 1.47 1.3
Maple - - - -1.2t

Slant-thiclwess method.
t Path-of-leant-resistmnce method.
t Radiation due to fallout.

TABLE A.3 PREDICTED AND RECORDED RADW •"I-N VALUES FOR STA 'ION COMPLEX

See Section A.5.3 for determination of attenuation ' r -C,LF).

Predicted Dose in Entranceway Dose Beyond 90-Degree Turn
Shot Exterior Predicted Predicted Predicted Predicted

Method I * Method 11t Recorded Method I* Method lI t Recorded
Dose AF Dose AF Dose AF Dose AF Dome

r r r r r i

Koa 13,000 0 0 4.1 x 10-$ 53.0 70.0 0 0 2.73 x 10-4 3.6 4.9
Yellowwood 600 0.82 480 0.82 480.0 130.0 0 0 5.46 x 10-2 32.0 5.0
Walnut 4,100 0.82 3,370 0.82 3,370.0 875.0 0 0 5.46 x 10-| 225.0 130.0
Eider 4,100 0.82 3,370 0.82 3,370.0 700.0 0 0 5.46 x 10-2 228.0 44.0

4 qlqnt-thickness method.
t Path-of-least-resistance method.

TABLE A.4 PREDICTED AND RECORDED RADIATION VALUES FOR STATION 3.4

See Section A .5.. for determinatilon of attlavu.tion fr.ct•:s (A_ __.

Dome Under Hatch Cover Aw',rage Interior Lomse
Predicted Predicted Predicted Predicted Predicted

Shot Exterior Method I* Method lit Recorded ettl-d I* M64.od I1 t Recorded
Do~e AF Dose AF Do6.. AF F..- X Ar Dreu

r r r r r r r

KoR 7,000 - - - - - 0 0 1.06 x 10-2 74.0 7.3
Yellowwood 1,000 0 0 5.46 x 10-' 54.6 8.3 0 0 1.06 X 10-1 10.6 0.9
Walnut 6,70.) 0 0 5.46 8 10-' 366.0 375.0 0 0 1.06 x 10-2 71.41) 41.0
Elder 6,700 0 0 5.46 x 10-' 366.0 460.0 0 0 1.06 x 10-' 71.0 38.0

* -nt-thlkr..--- method.
t Path-o!--ea-•t-resistance method.
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I
Path-of-Leaet-ReSiStaraCe Method: Total A F (a ), b x e + c , d x e) =9.8 x 10-

AF for one side wall and roof: Total AF behind door (c N e) = 3.5 x 10-3
4 ft of concrete - 1.1 x 10-3 x 2 See Table A.2 for a comparison of the predicted
I 90-degree turn - %/6 X 2 with the measured radiation doses.

AF for rear wall:

4 ft of concrete = 1.1 x 10-3 A.5.3 Station Complex. This was a buried,
1 180-degree turn - i/200 reinforced-concrete structure consisting of rwany

SubLotal AF (1 x , 4 33 4) = 2.98 x 10-4 components (Figure 4.3). The thickness of cover and
AF for side wall with door. (This wall is not layout of the structure were such that the only signif-

only at slightly more than 90 degrees to the line of icant radiation was found in the entrance tunnel which
sight but is also in a radiation shadow caused by had a 

1
/-inch stoel door the full height and width of

the berm. Thus the radiation must turn an angle the tunnel. The tw,nel made a 90-degree turi, within
somewhere between 90 and 180 degrees. A 135- a distance equal to one and one-half times the height
degree factor of I/, is used here although the full of the door.
180-degree factor of t/M was used in the ITR.) For Shot Koa, ground zero was located on J.z far

Four feet of concrete = 1.1 x 10-' side of the structure, and the door was completely

Wall-area factor (25 x 9) - (6 x 3) 0.92 in the shadow of the structure, thus requiring two 90-
25 x 9 degree turns of radiation. For all other shots of in-

%/4-inch steel door = 0.7 terest, the door faced surface zero and thus the com-
Door-area factor to x 3) . 0.08 putations for slant-thickness and path-of-least-resistance

(25 x 9) methods were identical. The computations are as
135-degree turn = follows:

Subtotal AF(1 x 2 x 5 + 3 x 4 x 5) = 5.7 x 10-' Slant-Thickness Method:
Total AF for structure = 8.68 x 10- The slant thickness for the Shot Koa geometry e
Total AF just behind the door (3 x 5) = 7 , In-3 resulted in an attenuation factor that predicted no

See Table A.1 for a comparison of the predicted significant radiation wi.hin the station.
with the measured radiation doses. For the other shots, the A]' for the entrance

was the same as that determined by the path-of-
A.5.2 Station 78.01. This was a buried concrete least-resistance method while the AF for the area

structure. The earth cover over the roof, along the beyond the 90-degree turn was negligible.
side, a.1d the surface-zero side of the structure had Path-of-Least-Resistance Method:
been eroded since construction and were of unknown AF for Koa only, Entranceway:
but appreciable thickness (Figure 3.18 and 3.19). %/2-Inch steel door = 0.82
However, since the walls and roof of the struct.re 180-degree turn = 5 x 10- 3
were so thick, it is believed that no significant radi- Total AF (a x b) = 4.1 x 10-3
ation entered the structure except through the wall Area beyond 90-degree turn:

and door located at the back side of the structure. 9O-degree turn = %/,5
The rear wall was 0/2 feet thick, 9% feet high, and Total AF (ax b xc) =2.73 x
13 feet wide with a 1/4-inch steel door 8 feet 2 % inches AF for all other shots, Entranceway:
high and 4 feet 2'/2 inches wide. Total AF (a) = 0.92

Since the distances to surface zero were the same Area beyond 90-degree turn:
for all shots except Maple, the shielding calculati,:ns Total AF (a x c) - 5.46 x 10-2
are the same for all conditions except Maple. For See Table A.3 for a comparison of the predicted
Maple, the radiation was due to fallout and no calcu- with the measured radiation doses.
lations have been made. The computations are as
follows: A.5.4 Station 3.4. This was a reinforced-concrete,Slant-Thickness lMethod: box-type structure mounded with earth, the roof being

Since the slant thickness was ,n .•re•.t. the at- "---h Nwith the top of tb. mrn-rid. Tbe roof in I4'
tenuation factor determined by th's method predi.c- cber thick and 7 by 7 feet In plan with a ielri hstrh'.
ea that no significant radiation reached the interior cover t/5 inch by 3 feet by 3 feet located in one corner
of the structure., hence an AF -.f zero. (Figure 4.24).
'" -. l .s Uesistauce Method: Sinr, th- "radiation windo:." fzr !ds structure

AF for wall and door: was the roof, the location of ground zero or surface

5 %/ feet of concrete = 10- zero had no effect on the AF determined by either
Wall area factor = 0.721 method. The computations are as follows:
1/4-inch steel door = 0.7 Slant-Thickness Method:

4.2 a• 8.2 Since the slant thickness was so great, the at-
Door area factor-1 0.279 tenuation factor determined by this method pre-

180-degree turn - ^10- dicted that no significant radiation 'eatchcd the
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interior of the structure, hence an AF of zero. attenuation for 90-degree turns.
Observation (6) may be explained by noting that the

Ath-fof sr e c M : radiation window for Station 3.4 is horizontal sc that
AF for roof:

30 inches of concrete - 10- 2 fallout and residunl , adiations may contribute more

(7_x_7)_(3___3) significantly to the observations than they do in the
ltoof-',rea factor (7 > 7) - 3 3) 0.816 Station Complex.
i/ inch steel hatch = 0.82 Observat!un (3) indicates that the 90-degree atten-

Hatch-area factor = 0.184 uation is not valid for residual-radiatiorý predictions.

90-d.gree turn 'A, It should be noted that doses were recorded in the

Total AF (a x b x e + c x d x c) = 1.06 a 10-2 same location by several mutually perpendicular film

AF under hatch: badges. The effect of film-badge orientation was

Total AF (c x e) = 5.46 ý 10-2 small. These film badges are sensitivu to both gam-

See Table A.4 for a comparison of the predicted ma and neutron radiations, and to both initial and

with measured radiation doses. residual radiations. It is not possible to determine
how much each of these contributed to the doses re-
ported. Since the weapons considered and the range

A.6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS at which observations were taken were relatively
Comparison of the predictions shows that the path- large, it is assumed that neutron radiation is not a

of-least-resistance predictions gave a more realistic large percentage of the total; less than 20 percent.
of-least-fresistanc predictios gave location mo reai None of the structures were in regions of high fallout
appraisal of interior docages. The location and re-
corded values of the film badges used tor the struc- except as noted for Station 78.01.

The path-of-least-resistance method contains a
tures is shown in Tables 3.2, 3.3, 4.2, and 4.3. The
following observations were made from a stuu3 uf n,'m•.r of approximations for which groater refire-

the referenced tables: ments are possible. Among these is the assumption

(1) In Structure 560.01, Film-badge F, which is that all the radiation is monodirectional along the
line of sight, and therefore all radiation must turn the

on the wall opposite the door, showeu nIgne•, doses
for all shots than any other interior badge. 90-degree angie. The actual distribution of radiation

(2) In Structure 78.01, Film-badge J, also located at various ranges from the source has been the sub-

on the wall opposite the door, showed the highest dose ject of such studies as that reported in Reference 16.

for Shot Aspen. Another is the assumption that the parts of a window

(3) In Station 78.01, for Shot Maple, where the contribute to the total radiation in proportion to their

area. It is stated in Reference 17 that the effective
source of radiation was fallout, the film-badge re- contribution of each portion of the window is taken ascordings for all badges were very uniform. rproa otesldagesbedda h on

(4) In the Station Complex, the nredicted doses proortional to the solid angle subtended at the point

using the path-of-least-resistance method are all too of interest by the portion of the window being consid-

high. However, two points should be noted: first, ered. It is believed that refinements such as these

the attenuation around the 90-degree turn inside the do not add sufficiently to the accuracy of the prediction A

structure is of the right order of magnitude; and sec- to warrant their inclusiun in a predict!ý-.. ,

ond, all devices were shielded with 180-degree con- that an engineer would use in designing a structure.

crete shields or 10-foot water shields. The effect of A.7 RECOMMENDATIONS
these shields on dose rates is not known to the author.

(5) In Station 3.4, Film-badge 1, which is the It is recommended that the path-of-least-resistance
closest interior film badge to the door, shov.ed the method be used by engineers to predict init.al radia-
highest dose, and Film-badge A in the hatchway show- tion when designing structures to resist the effects
ed even higher doses, of nuclear weapons and for determining structural

(6) The predictions for Station 3.4 from Shots and/or construction requirements to provide adequate
Yellowwood, Walnut, and Elder were more nearly in radiation protection. When designing protective struc-
agreement with observed doses than pred!ctions for tures for which the point of burst is unknown (which
the same shots ior the Station Complex. will geiierid%,y 'J-e tkw. e.xcuuat •.•,- Nuv'zda ;ud Enri-

Obsevations (1), (2), and (5) above tend to confirm wetok Proving t1rounds). it should e ,-umcdthat
the amsutmption that i.-diation follows the line of sight the radiation window faces the point of burst.
through a radiation wi-'dow.

Observation (4) and the generally frzir predictions
for all structures tend to confirm the assumption of
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Appendix 8
DIFFRACTION LOADING of STATION 1312

Station 131', a massive, reinforced-concrete struc- pressures on the fi-ont face of the structure were in
Zare, shown in Figure 4.32, made an excellent target close agreement, however, the predicted pressures
fr a blast-diffraction study. Consequently, five self- were slightly greater.
Secording, air-blast gages were installed by personnel The peak values for the recorded pressure;; :* the
from BRL. The gages were placed flush with the front roof were very close to the predicted values except
face, the roof, and the rear face of the station. Pres- for Record 5-C, Shot Walnut. It was also observed
sures were recorded for Shots Yellowwood, Tobacco, that the vortex-action effect on the measured pressure
Walnut, and Elder. The gage geometry, including did not cause as great a decrease in preRsure as the
the plan and elevation for the station, is shown in F•.- predicted plot implies; but the recorded duration
ure B.1. shows that the vortex lasted for a longer period of

time. It was also observed that the greater the pres-
PEure, the greater the strength, and the longer the du-

13.1 PREDICTION METHODS ration of the vortex.
The general methods set forth in Reference 18 The predicted and the recorded pressures on the

(which were derived mainly from shock-tube studies) back face of the structure were in cloae agreement;
were used in predicting the pressure on the front face, the predicted pressure values were consistently slight-
roof, and back face of the structure. However, pressure. ly lower.
decay curves both for side-on and dynamic pressures The predicted durations for the free-field overpres-
as presented in Reference 8 (TM 23-200) were used in sures were in very close agreement with the measured
predicting pressure-time relationships, values.

The free-field overpressure and duration measure-
ments from Station 174.28, located adjacent to Station B.3 CONCLUSIONS
1312, were used in predicting the diffracted preqsures
on the structure. In this manner a more reliable in- The methods used in predicting the load on the
put value of pressure was obtained since the predicted front and back walls of diffraction-type structures
values shown in Table 4.1 were slightly lower than the oriented at a zero angle of incidencc provided results
measured free-field values. The free-field pressure sufficiently realistic for design or analysis purposes.
measurements are presented in Table 4.4. Where The predicted front-wall pressures were higher and
duration values were not available, the predicted val- the predicted back-wall pressures were lower than
ues were used. Since the time of the preparation of the measured values, resulting in the prediction of a
this appendix, the value for the free-field overpressure conservative, net-lateral load which is greater than
for Shot Elder at Station 174.28 has been revised and the measured load.
is now 71 psi (aee Table 4.4) rather than the 65 psi The predicted pressures on the roof were in least
as used in the calculations for the diffraction study. agreement with the recorded results. The records
Since the difference is slight, the values in Figure indicate that the vortex action lasted for a longer period
B.5 have not been cihartied to refloct the increase in of time than nredicted and that the maximum pressure
measured pressure. decay was not as great as predicted. It was also ob-

c-'rved thnt the vortex action is extremely e~nsitive

to pressure level. These few recorms indicate that
B.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION additional shock-tube study Jr needed for the purpose

The recorded and predicted pressure plots for the of revising prediction methods for determining pres-
vwva ', fr.• &'aons for Shots Yellowwood, Tobacco, sures on t:,e roof of diffraction structures. However,
Wa!nui, and Elder are shown in Figure., B.2, 3, 4, the present prediction method for determ.ning roof
and 5, respectively. overpressure, even though conservative, is satisfac-

The predicted arrival time of pressure at the var- tory for design purposes until a better method is de-
ious gages was in close agreement with the measured vised.
values where a comparison of these values was possi- The wide range of pressure values presented in
ble. this study should enable designers to proceed with a

It was observed that tL predicted and recorded reasonable degree of confidence whun designing blast-
resistant, diffraction-type structures.
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Appendix C
RESPONSE of GAGE PIERS to BLAST LOADS

S:ations 20-B, C, D, and F on Site Janet offered an As A' - 0.44 in2
/foot

oiportunity to compare predicted with observed re-
rponse of reinforced-concrete 8age piers, hereinafter
also called beams, oriented at various angles of inci- d 9 in.
,lence with surface zero and located at various pressure f= 1,350 psi
levels. Stations 20-B, C, and F were cracked through
at the base (see Figure 4.71) by the air blast from Shot fQ 3,000 psi
Walnut, however, neither Shot Walnut nor Eldei dam- fs 20,000 psi
aged Station 20-F. Since the length of the pier wn-p
6rcater than 5 feet it was analyzed ai a diffraction fy = 47,000 psi
to get according to Reforenou 18. A typical pi r and L
.,:rurtural details can be seen in Figure 4.69. The
estimated pressures received by the four stations at p pl - 0.004
the various angles of incidence from ground zero :.'-
shown in Toole C.I. The angle of incidence is the Sb 75u i
angle formed by the intereection of a line fiom ground u 300 psi
zero and the normal to the front face of the structure.

Since information on the strength properties of ma-
terial is necessary in predicting structural response, 0= 2.4 in.
the strass-strain relations for steel and concrete used
in the gage piers have been assumed and are shown in Determination of Neutral Axis (NA):
Figures C.1 and C.2, respectively. The compressive Te mometree
stress for the concrete was specified as 2,000. ai when section geometry.
the pier was constructed; however, it is assumed that 6X1 - (3 - X) (4.4) - (9 -X) (4.41 0
age has Increased the strength to at least 3,000 psi.
The reinforcing steel was of intermediate grade and a X1 t 1.47X ý 8.A
typical curve has been drawn to represent the stress- X = 2.32 in.
strain relation of the 3/j -inch bars used in the piers.
To account for the rapid loading by the blast forces, Determieme if moment is limited by compression or
the curves have been increased by 30 percent as shown tension. From Figure C.4,
by the dotted lines. The first of the following analyses
uses design strengths of materials under static condi- f n f. (d - X)
tions while the second considers the ultimate capacity X
of the system under dynamic conditions. Notations as when
used are listed at the end of this appendix.

fe 1,30 psi (design stress)
C.1 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS UI!NG DESIGN .1 ,

STRENGTHS 10 (1350) (*t.

The static designi aR:alysis, inciuding definitions for 2.32
symbols, was made according to oractices set fcrth ii fs = 39,000 psi 20,000 psi.

--n- - 19 IAC'I Code). A t..fout-wide section wps
ap-unied and the load causing reactions to the cantile- Therefore the moment is limited by tension.
ver sections was assumed uniform and :aormal to the Determine fc when Is = 20,000 psi
beam, see Figure C.3. The stress relation for the
design condition is shown in Figure C.4. The follow- fc = n ( (2.-2) (20,000)
inq calculations predict the neit lateral pressure (w) n(d-X) 10 (6.68)
that can be appliad to the >-:,,n as limited by moment, fe = 695 psi
diagonal Lensijn, besrin., and bond. The values listed
were used in the computations. Use this value when computing mo.nent.
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Figu.e C,1 Stress strain curve for reinforcing steel.
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Figure IS C.1 Stress-strain curve for cnreinocn tee.

ft delg psi ps dec

30-t, -6 - Failed

-~~J. .J KIPS/IA',
20-0 " -- nut9 K180 IN I

20-'t: •:ldr 940 kt 7,105 3 18 30 1.9 PS'mge

0 L
-. -TRAIN. PERCENTI

Figure C-2 StreUS_-%train curve for concrete.

TA1LLE C-1 PREDICTED) PRESSURES AND DURATIONS FOR STATIONS 20-A TO 20-F

G round Angle of sfeddtin1pevouIoerti-
Stto ht Yed Range Incidence Oepsur Pressure Duration Rtemarks

ft deg psi psi see

20-A Wa'nut 1.46 Mt b,600 24 26 80 -

20-B Walnut 1.45 Mt 6,930 26 25 76 - Failed
20-C Walnut 1.45 Mt 7,125 29 23.5 70 - Failed
20-D Walnut 1.45 Mt 7,440 33 21 61 2.1 Failed

20-E WAalnut 1.45 Mt 8,160 40 18 54
20-F Walnut 1.45 Mt 8,665 44 16 51 2.2 No damage

Destroyed during previous operation. SCE
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N, o en t Determine the maximum shear (Vt) on the section ZiS

From Figure C.4, governedC~ by allowable shearing stress Mv.

Msince3 /) s ,( Vt (901) (12) (8.23)

sice ( - X )Vt 8,890 lb w , ovrelb h
_____ 

~~~~~~Determine lateral prosstlr.Ž()au gvend h

rnmaxllurt,t allowable shear of 8,890 A),. From Figure

nf. (d-X) 
.,

x
720

w (palI~

Assume a 1-toot section for the beam

v=60inflX2inxw

v '720 w (ib/ft)

MOMENT:

M =12W x6X WO.

A 21.600w (In-lba/ft)

Figure C-3 Assumed loading geometry for typical pier.

then then

M 108.87 f, 
w =12.3 psi

when 
Bea ri ng:

Since a 3-inch keyway Was USd (, assume the effec-

then 
and 750 Psi (sb) as LhU Jceign ~tcc buarhag

M - 74,300 In-lb 
a"s 
5 (36%,

L'.-ewrmine lateral pressure (w) as governed by woel- Vb , 000 lo

imum. allowable moment of 74,300 in-lb. From Figure Determine lateral pressure (w) as; governed by the

v.3, maximum allowable bearing load of 27,000 at the key-

w ý Mway.

VI 21,800 w V

then72

w =34psi 
w 3 s

Oiagofla) n.sion:
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1Bond: (Il-k' -K)d
Deterinir the maximum shear (Vu) on the section Rd cc(.2)

as governed by allowable bond stress (u).

~ (jd~ 'ii (-k -K)d

Vu (2.4) (8.2) ,300)

Vu = 5,900 lb Stress Relation:

C =TI + "'2 (C .4)
Determine lateral pressure (w) as governed by thc

i.-xinmun allowable shear of 5,900 pounds. 1/, fcKbd p IbdfA' + pbdf, (C .5'
Vu

720 M bd2
p' (1 -k' - K/3)f,, + bd~p (1 - K/3)f,5

then (C.6)

w 8.2 psi From Figure CA1 the following stress-strain rela-

From the preceding calculations it is observed that to o te a eemndwe ,i esta

moment controls the load for the piers and thcrefore, Iy

.he design load (w) for the piers is 3.4 psi. Is = C'E (C.7)

IC C C~4fcbx

-A fd -X T, T, fAs

Is = sX

Figure C.4 Stress rolatioriship for concrete section at design strength.

C.2 BEHAVIOR OF' CONCRETE SECTION UNDER f,' IsE (C. )
DYNAMIC LOADS

rFrom Figure C.2 the following stress-strain rela-
The analyses, were madie according to the general tion for concrete was determined when fc is less than

procedures set forth in Refeeence 20 )x,-cpt that dynam- 3,0Cpi
ic %v.a!LeS were used in place of static-strength values 300pi
for each material. The behav~or of the besm (gage fe 4ECEC (C.9)
pier) was first determined at the yield strength and

secondly at the ultimate strength capacity of the see- Determnination of Moment at Yield (MY). I
t,on. From the values of moment at yield and ultimate, Tl'- general moment equation (6) was used to solve
an idealized repl-t2==" fu:rvvn fn.- .th, iaI't:' was MI, uy letting f. equal fiv and by determining values
determined. 4ý.i K and tý By solving r'quation '-.z with the aje oi

Equations C.1, U-3, C;.I, L~,and C.v, K was dtr

C.2.1 Flexural Beha.vior at Yield. The following mined. Once K w'ýs solved, If' was tound by solving
"ceomet'Ic rclatlicý were determined from the stress- E~quations C.3 and C.8. The results are as follows: 4
strain relation for the concrete Liectiori at yield as
shown In Figure C.5. K ~42p'n(1 - K'1) + 2pn +n2(p' + p)2 

-n(p' + p)

Strain Relation: when

Rd. _ (C.l) P P-ý 0.004 -
d , + k' =0.67

SECRET
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then 4' LL
24 (C.16)K =0.25~6

( k' ' Where: L = 60 in

f" = 'sE - K (C.II) 4ý) = 0.256 in

when C.2.2 Flexural behavior at Ultimate. AL the u
1
'!-

t, = 0.00203 (see Figure CA1) mate capocity of the section several conditions of steelstress could exist. The first possibility that was in-

E = 30 X 10, psi vestigated assumed that fs was greater than fdy and

k' = 0.67 that f. was less than fdy when Ic was at uitimate
strength. The ascumption proved erroneous since the

hten strain value for f. exceeded the strain at yield. It
f, = 6,040 psi was next assumed that both f. and f. were greater

than fdy" However, for this condition, the st,,n
Solve up to make certain that it is less than 3,000 values showed that both stress values were in the yieldpsi, the upper limit of Equation C.9.

.. . b '1c' f c
7- - j

/ ,,
OA 2

STRAIN STRESS

Figure C.5 Stress and strain relationships for concrete section at yield strength.

cc = 1-K 0.0007 (C.12) range for steel. It was evident that both f. and f.
Ie I-K were equal to fd but it was also evir

4
ent that the quan-

tity "a" shown Fn rlgure C.6 .eiust be calculat.t ..
S= EcEc = 2,100.0 psi (C. 13) fully since this value controlled the compressive area

By substituting the appropriate values into Equation of concrete as well as the length of moment arms.
C.6,BMy switdetermingted. arTherefore, an idealized stress-strain curve (f0 =

0.6, My was determined. 60,000 psi; and EO = 23,800 psi) as shown in Figure
My = 223,000 in-lb (C.14) C.1 (which closely approximates the actu..l curve) was

assumed. The stress-strain relation for the concrete

Determination of Maximum Curvature section at ultimate capacity is shown in Figure C.6,
(0y) of Bea m. The maximum curvature of the and the following geometric relations were determined:
beam when the moment is equal to My was found by Strain Rpl ation:
solving the following expressions:

a _ c _ ( .. :( = MY(C., ) d Eu + C6
Y Ecly

Where: ly = b(kad) + pnbd
3
(1 - K)' + p'nbd

2
(1 - kI - K)

2  
a = (C0.18)

. 25 ,L-. . !n
4  d ( l -- E'ý Eu + -'

,= 2.85x i0- in- -. d(l- k') - a
2 1s d-a (C.19)

Determination of Maximum Deflection
ýAy) at Yield. The maxi'mum deflection of the Stress Relation:
beath at yield was found by solving the following ex-
prescion: C = T, + T, (C.20)
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K IK21ba = f~p-bd + fpbd (21)0 = 23,800 psi

Mu = (d - K2a) (Asfs) + d(l - kI) - KanAIfal (C.22) then

fs=60,650 psi

From the ide alized portiun of the stress-strain curve f r E 6.235 p

shown in Figure C.1, the following expressions were Solve cs from Equation C.23,

determined: cs = 0.0273 (C.26)

fs = f4 + tbE0  (C.23) Solve a by using Equation C.17,

f,' = f + c5E0 (C.24) a = 1.15 in. (C.27)

Solve c. by using Equation C.19 wnich ascertains that
Determination of Moment at Ultimate the strain was in the yteld range.

(Mu) • The ultimate moment for the beam was found ý 0.0063 (C.28)

b

7u~m_7__

a T,=%A

STRAIN STRESS

Figure C.6 Stress and strain relationships for concrete section at ultimate strength.

by solving Equation C.21; however, Lae quantities f%, By substituting the appropriate values into Equation

%, and a were first determined while fc was assumed C.22, Mu was determined.
equal to its ultimate value. The quantity fs was first
determined by solving Equation C.21 with the aid of Mu = 290,000 in-lb (C.29)

Equations C.17, C.18, C.19, C.23, and C.24. Once
ts was found, a was determined by solving Equation Determination of Maximum Curvature
C.17, and fs was found by solving Equation C.24. The (0•u) of Beam. The maximum curvature of the
resut abeam when the moment is equal to Mu was found by
results are as follows: solving the following exprescion:

Is= "- , - 2ftcuEo + cuE +O E4 + Eu (C .30)

(C.25) ou 3.48 x 10-3 in-'
where

C (cuEo--•• fl)(1 + p/p' -?p'k'/p) Determination of Maximum Deflection
(Au) at Ultim ate. The naximurr. "'fiectinn wa

= t + - P ) found by taking atatical moments of the beam loaded
p - -p with angle changer, whicýh is illustrated in Figure C.7.
P P

"-hen
Q. = 3,900 psi M = Mu, w = 13.4 psi (C.31)

Eu = 0.004 Find tie section on the beam where the moment is

p = pl = 0.004 equal to My. I
k' = 0.67 X = 52.6 inches (C.32)

ft = 60,00". .si Determine deflection at and of benm.
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Ila = 4y(1OX + A00) + Ou(
1

,
2 0 0 

+ 1X - X/f;) than zero is not described. However, for design pur-

Au = 1.062 inches (C.33) poses the reference recommends that the method de-
scribed for determining the pressure on the back face

C.2.3 Moment-Curvature Relation. The nurnient- for the zero-angle-ol-incidence condition also be used
for conditions when the angle of incidence is greatercurvature relation (M - 0) is shown in Figure C.8. The .. ZeoThsbvulyrutsIacneaie

idealized curve as shown by the dotted linc was drawn
to ustablish the ideal!stic rasi;tance function of the estimate for the net lateral pressure. The pressure

beam. The resistance (r) of the beam was determined and duration values shown in Table CA were used in
by using the Idealized moment and found a:j followsl computing the curves shown in Figures C.f and C.10.b usg tThe ftnires show the pressure on the front and back

MP = X42 faces of the pier, the net lateral pressures, and the2net idealized lateral pressure which was used in the

.p = 261,500 in-lb dynamic analysis. A detailed plot of the reflected
pressures for both cases is presented in Fiqt..e C.11.

w = r = 21M (Figure C.3) (C.35)( r,600 C.3.2 Natural Period of Vibration. The following

r r - 12.1 psi (Resistance of Beam) equation from Reference 21 was used to determine the
natural period of the beam for the fundamental mode.

C.2.4 Shear-Compressinn Mode. The momenc re-

.4uired to produce failure in the shear-compression Tn I IF (C.37)mode wa,. determined as shown in Re.-sr ceý n

presented as follows:
where

Me- d2 ( + np)05 - 4-L0j%) (C.36) (nlL)2 3.52 (first mode)

n
2 

= 9.78 x 10-4
where

when
k n -[np+ p'))' + 2n(p+ p' -p'k')-n(p+p') g = 387 tn/sec2

Ms = 440,000 in-lb Ec = 3 x 10' psi

Since this moment is greater than the moment deter- I = 332 in
4

mined for flexural failure, it may be assun.jd that the W = 12.5 lb/in of beam
critical mode is in flexure and not in shear compres-
sion. L = 60 in

C.3 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS then
T,-- 36.6 msec,

Since no measured pressures for any of the piers
were taken, the imcident pressures were predicted C.3.3 Dynamic Analysis of Pier. Since the dura- "I
along with reflected pressures for the particular an- tions of the pressure spikes in Figure C.11 war,.. signif-
gles of incidence. The positive durations for pressure icant when compared to the natural period of vibration
were also predicted and are shown along with the other of the beam, the piers were analyzed for both the effects
values in Table Cl. From the table it was obvious from the spike and the regular net lateral pressure. A
that it was necessary to construct only two pressure chart entitled "Maximum Response of Single-Degree-
diagrams, namely for Stations 20-D and 20-F for Shot of-Freedom System to Initial Peak Triangular Force
Walnut. The pressure diagram for 20-D gave the Pulse," in Reference 22, was used in determining P.,minimum observed pru.su'e that cac.s.ý _,*Iur- Nvi- OI•-._ •aximum trani pressur. thu. "the diagram for Station 20-E showed the maximum o- withstand.
scrved pressure that did not cause failure. After the
pressure curves were determined the piers vere ana- tat ion 20- D:

oni,.pare predicted response with observed bpik, alone:response.
t 0.016 sec (Figure C.11)

C.3.1 Determination of Lead on Piers. The pro- P 61 psi (Figure C.11)
cedure presented in Reference 18 was used in predic-
ting the pressure-load carves for Stations 20-D and Tn = 0.0366 sac
20-F. A method for Sr Llirately determining the pres- y 0.956 in (Equation C.16)
sure on the rear fs, vi diffraction targets when the y
incident pressure is at an aegle of incidence greater Au, 0.062 (Equation C.33)
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•1 ,/w (psi)

Find "w" when M = M,

21,6M0 (see Figure C.3)
w 21,600

Find section or, beam where
moment is equal to 

/230)

Determine maximum dioflection (6u) (?/3+ 4e

Take statical moments of angle
changed about "0" 03

2X X O1 A Y
*i0"1 2 3 a

+ 30)- (y" (60-X) =(y(1,800--1')

1 •y) (1,200)+-- IOX -1OX-)
S0 + 40) (Ou -Oy) ' "(6o0-X) = (Ou- -y ( ,0 - 0 -

Au O y(lOX + 600) + Oukoo Iox- )

Figure C.7 Determination of deflection at ultimate capacity.

400

* IdaUzed Curve (K• = 2
B-.oo M. u

z

100 - _

10 __y_ I- ¢u

0 .oo0 0.002 0.003 0.004

CURVATURE

Figure C.8 Moment-curvature diagram for beam.
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r = w - 12.1 psi (Section C.2.3) was very close to failure.

Then: /'T, 0.016 = 0.437 C.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Even though the analysis was made assuming: both

1.062 the strength properties of the materials and the air-
"1.062 4.2 overpressure values for the two stations investigated,
' 0.2"- the predicted and the observed rebponee 're in fairly

From Chart, Reference 22: close agreement.
Pm/r r 2.4 However, there exists. a lack of data for use in

determining relected front-wall pressures as th2 an-

P, = 2.4(1..1) = 29 psi <61 psi gle of incidence deviates from zero. There is ,even

Since the net pradicted pressure to cause failure was less data concerning pressures on the rear faces of

29 psi and the actual pressure was 61 psi, the beam such structures. Shock-tube studies and/or high-

should have failed from the spike load alcne. Idealized explosive tests should be conducted to establish the

lateral pressurt, (without the spike load): relation of pressure on the front and liack faces of
diffraction targets at various angles of incidence.

t - 1.2 sec (:igure C.9) If the spikes are neglected, the analysis predicts
P = 17 psi (Figire C.9) that Station 20-D would fail, which it did. The analysis

Then: t,/Tn ý 33 " M m'.2 for Sta.lion 20-F predicts that the pier was at the thres- I
hold of failure; however, the pier did not fail. The
Sanalysis predicts that both piers should fail from theFrotm Chert, Ileference 22: spike loads alone.

Pr./r z 0.9 It can bh obsc. ved that the ultimate bending capacity
of the beah .andet dynamic conditions is approximately
four times greater than the bending capacity under stand-

The pressure of 17 psi was sufficient to cause failure ard design strength -or.diiiona.
of the beam. For design purlx)ac, ihe method used was satisfac-
St atio n 20-F: tory; however, for Ltalysis purposes refinement is

needed.
Spike alone:

t ý 0.015 sec (Figure C.11) C.5 NOTATIONS
P = 51.0 psi (Figure C.11) a, depth of stress block in concrete at maximum load-

then carrying capacity
As, area of tension reinforcement

t/Tn = 0.410 L= 4.2 As, area of compression reinforcement

ay b, width of rectangular flexure member
From Chart, Hefeieence 22: C, total compressive force in concet

d, effective depth of beam which is the distance ftom
P = 2.5 dthe compression face of the concrete to the cen-

Pm = 2.5 x 12.1 - 30.2 psi <51 psi troid of the tension steel
Since the actual pressure was 51 psi the beam should Ec, modulus of elasticity of concrete in the elastic

regionSince thied actulordtin-so te was 51pste baeuat 'sol eions;hwhave failed according to the above cadculations; how- E0, idealized slope of stress-strain curve for reinforc-
ever, the beam did not fail. ing steel in yield region

Idealized lateral pressure: fc, stress for concrete in compression
t 1.2 (Figure C.) f, ultimate compressive strength of concrete as

determined by standard test cylinders
P = 11.0 psi (Figure C.i-01 fjc,d%,nnmic ultimsuip ,nnrri%, eiVA Ptrenoth Pf concrete

then is, stress for steel in tension
t/Tn = 33 4.2 fy, yield point of steel in tension

From Chart, Referunce 22: dy, dynamic yi(IJ o; steel
0f, defined in Figi!e ('J,

Pm/r = 0.9 ly , moment of inertia of b-am cross section trans-
=0.9 x 12.1 = 10.9 psi 11.0 psi formed to concrete

J, ratio of distance (jd) between resultants of compres-

sive and tensile stresses to effective depth

The net predicted pressure of 11.0 psi and the minimum jd, lever arm of resisting couple

pressure of 10 .- psi to causrefai are very close, k', a factor when multiplied by d gives tne distance
and it can •.; comed thai due to this lnading the beam between tension an, ccrnpression reinforcemennt
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k, a faclor when mitiplied by d gives tLe distance Tn, natural periou of vibration
from the c,.npressive face to the neutral axis of u, allowable bond stress per unit of surface area of bar
transformed section (straight-line theory) V, allowable shearing unit ntress

KI, K2, coefficients defining the magnitude and position Vb, shear governed by allowablo bearing unit stress
of the int-rnal compressive force in concrete (Sb)

k¶, ratio of maximum compressive strength of concrete Vt, shear governed by allowable shearir.g unit stress
in beam to compressive strength of standard test (v)
cylinders, fQ VI, shear governed by allowable bond stress (u)

M, any beading moment w, uniformly distributed load per unit of length of
MM, idealized bending moment beam
M., bending moment for shear -coiipressioi, mode X, depth of neutral axis from edge of compression end
Mu., bending moment at ultimate 4u, maximum deflection at end of beam at ultimate
My, bending moment at yield point dy, maximum deflection at end of beam at yield
n, Es/EU, modular ratio tc, strain in concrete
p. As/bd kdy, strain in steel at dynamic yield point
P,' A '/bd 4u, ultimate strain in concrete
Prm maximum transit pressure the beam can vithstand ts, strain in tensile reinforcement
r, equivalent static resistance required it a member t, strain in compression reinforcement

to resist imposed transient load E0, sum of perimeters of bars
sb, allowable bearing unit strees (by, curvature of beam at yield point, in region of con-
t, duration of triangula." iorce pul.k.e stawit moment
TI, totpi. tensile for:.,.. in upper r-:rforcement eu, c, v•.tu.'., of ber..n at maximur, load-enr:. 3ng
T2 , total tensile lorce in lower reinforcement capacity, in region of constant moment.

I
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Appendix 0
WATER-WAVE DAMAGE

D.I INTRODUCTION tion was observed, Station 1320, Site Dog, previously

Water waves (produced by surface or subsurface used in Operation Castle as Station 1210. In thin op-
bursts) striking shore installations may cause serious oration, the protective mound of sand was covered bybursts) strikingscorponentsou installations .may Tseris a layer of asphaltic mixture a few Inches thick. Air
dare to the components of such installations. Thereand
are many variables, the interrelationships involved nav es fro m Shots layer buton and

in predicting damage from wave action are complex Navajo broke up the asphaltic layer but only about 2

and not well understood at this time. The following feet of cover was removed from the top of the station

discussion, in accordance with this project's objec- in the three events.

tives, is intended to point out certain salient features Shot Navajo was a good wavo producer. At Site
concerning wave damage in this operation. A much Nan,15 milea away, there was no indication of any
more comprehensive study devoted to water-wave air-blast damage; however, the camp area was Inun-

terminal effects was made in ujeration Hardtaa.k y sld 'sivu-g "onsiderable damage •-'mtme !tr•,ctures

Project 50.1 (Reference 23) to provide more-adequate on the lagoon (DUKW repair shop, rigging loft, H&N

design data on wave run-up and overtopping of shore Marine Department headquarters) were demolished.

structures. POL tanks were uiderminod and slightly moved; a
smal'l dynamite storage hvuse was displaced 75 feet;
some of the large latrines were displaced 10 to 15

D.2 BACKGROUND feet; and there were numerous examples of lesser

Shot Baker of Operation Crossroads caused waves damage.

which reached a maximum height of 7 feet on shore
at a distance of about 3 1/1 miles from the target center. D.3 THEORY
In the process of eroding the beach, the waves dis-
placed large slabs of beach rock several feet; these Wave damage to shore installations according to
slabs measured up to 9 by 5 by 1 foot in size, Refer- Reference 8 may result from the following three

ence 24. effects: (1) impact and hydrostatic force; (2) drag

Wave damage on shore had seldom been reported force; and (3) inundation. Impact from a front of

in detail; however, numerous photographs and obser- advancing water or n breaing wave, 1- -44 -

vations were made by Holmes and Narver during the hydrostatic pressure due to the depth of water, is 4

Operation Castle (1954) and Operation Redwing (19116). sufficient to damage most onshore structures with

See Section 1.2.1 concerning previous wave-damage the exception of hardened structures such as those

surveys. The following summaries set forth some of which are built at the proving ground. Drag forces

the major wave damage. may displace medium sized structures or move re!-
atively iarge objects into collision with a structure,

D.2.1 Operation Castle. There were numerous thus causing damage. The third effect, inundation,

instances of wave damage during Operation Castle, is due to the long duration of blast-generated waves;

both at close-in stations and those at great distances,. the water may reach s considerable distance inland

Shot geometries of Operation Castle are shown in Fig- and large areas are covered with water for the period

urea 1.1 and 1.2 ior Bikini ant Eniwetkl, of time uintil the water recedes.

Table D1. summarizes %hit damage. It should also Generally speaking, it is not -onomnafly . m.asibiu

be note'd that at many close-in stations the entrances, to build protective sea walls so high that they will

on the lee side from thu blast, were blocked by sand never he overtopu•.d Uy waves. The wave phenomena

.id duor':c left by the Inundating wanv. are complex; however: evnerience at the nroving
ground has shown that adequate protection for teat

D.2.2 Operation Redwing. In Operation Redwing structures and facilities can be provided (see D.2.1

there were fewer large surface shots on water and and D.2.2). Approximate maximum wave heights can

therefore much less wave damage than in Operation be predicted from Reference 8. However, estimates

Castle. Shot geor:etries for Operation Redwing are based on Reference 8 are for constant depth of water,

shown in Fimm-r- 1.3 and 1.4. Only one close-in sta- i.e., a bottom slope of zero. A more general treat-
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TkBLE D I OBSSRVATIONS OF WAVE DAMAGE, OPERATION CASTLE

Description Site Shot Damage Range, fee,

C:ofse-in Stations:

Station 131: Reinforced-concrete George 4 Union Pier exposed by e,.onion of sand. 16,430
luffs pier, 12 feot long. 4 lest 5 YankeA Pier dtsplsedd approximately 100 feet, 15.660
wide, and 4 feot deep.

Station 130.A7% Reinlorced-concrete George 4 Union 'ier exposed by erosion of sand. 15,430
gage nier, 4 by 4 by 4 ftet. 5 Yankee Pier displaced approximately 56C feet. 15,500 *

Stations 1403.07 to 1403.14: Dog 5 Yankee All stations displaced considerable 6,890
Rainforead-concrete detector distances. 71100'
stations approximstely 7 feet long, ',470
5 faet wide, and 3 feet deep. 7.'00*

8.010
8,280
8.9S0
9.600 *

Station 3.1: Reinforced-concrate Charlie 2 Romeo Protective mound washed ziway and 6.600.
submarine terminal pit (similar footings undermined. left structure
to Item 22, Chapter 4). tilted.

Station 3.2: Reinforced-cowrote Dow 4 Union Protorti,. iuvnd eroded comolote!y. 1,200'
submarine terminal pit (similar 5 Yankee Completely destr,-yad; no traces left. 7,400'
to Item 22. Chapter 4).

Station 3.3: Reinforoed-concrete George 4 Union Protective mound severely eroded. 15,860
submarine terminal pit (similar
to Item 22, Chapter 4).

Station 1342: Reinforced-concrete, George 4 Union Sand eroded from around foundation. 15.920
three-story Instrument Shelter, 5 Yankee very little undermining. 16,130
above ground unmounded (similar
to Item 1, Chapter 3).

Station 101: Rainforoed-con2reta Georp 4 Union Protective mound severely eroded. 15,680
instrument shelter, mounded.

Stations 1210. 1211: Large Dog 4 Union Moundinlg partially eroded leaving 6,900
reinforced-concrete diagn•stic corners of the building exposed.
station, mounded with approxd- Dog 4 Union Mounding completely eroded; water 6.900
mate!y 10 feet of cover, damage to equipment inside the station;

water stood 24 inches deep inside.

D'.tant Sites:

Station 70: Reinforced-concrete Nan 5 Yankee Water dtood 2 inches deep inside te 84.050
timing station. station.

Station 7400: Reinlorced-concrete Nan 5 Yank"e Major damage to scientific equipment 83.800.
homring beacon shelter, by 4 feet of water inside the station.

Tare Complex: Sites Oboe. Peter, Tare 2 Romeo An 11-foot wave washed over the com- 80,000,
Roger, Sugar, Tare. Complex plax causing damage to causeways

sohd protective harms; 500 feet of co-

axial cable were exposed; one small

structure was undermined and
kbocu,.s out of alignment.

4 Union Causeways were seriously damaged; 59,000*
thaxu was severe erosion around

several structures.
Tarn Complex" ,ttee Oboe, Peter, Tare 5 Yankee Causeways washed out; con• sta;l on- 59,200'

Roger, Sugar, Tare. Complex mounded concrete block nouos (5 by

f 1" 7 It high) was displac,. Wp. xl-
mately 400 feot.

Construction Camp: I'an 4 Union Water reached moat of the camp area 83.0066
and caused damage to several of the
light frame buildirgs.

5 Yankee Camp was wrecked. 83,000' -
*Approximately,
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mnnt of ws.a-height prediction is given in Reference shown in these figures was a vital link in the ele2tri-
23 where bottom slope, reefs, and shore lries at cal distribution system for Sites Elmer ard Fred.
close-in ranges are all considered.

D.5 DISCUSSION

D.4 WAVE DAMAGE IN OPERATION HARDTACK Two facts observed in past operiaio%ýF 'vt the prov-
ing grounds were once a~aun dnmonstrated during

Wave damgse in Operation Hardtack was not exter- Operation lHardtack:
ive. This was due to the relatively low' yields of the 1. Generally, close-in structures which sur'tved

shots and the care taken to prevent extensive damage air-blast effects received no appreciable damag,3 from
from waves. The wave damage that occurred as re- water waves; however, erosion was sometimes axten-
ported in Cha iters 3 and 4 will only be summarized sive.here.sre

2. Distant sites (several miles) snufered waw,eClose-in stations were affected as follows:
1. Station Redwing 560.01, Site Able (Item 2): a air-ba td e wa ll oegibe.

reinfo reed -cone rete shelter surrounded by a circular, air-blast damage was small or negligible.
reinorcd-cncrte heler srronde bya crcuar, Close-in structures which are designed to sur'vive

sandbagged berm 9 feet high. The water wave (anti

air blast) from Shot Fir passing over the island re- high blast pressures are not susceptible to wave dam-

moved about 2 feet of earth from the berm. age since close-in sir blast is much mrore severe than
2. Station Redwiv~g 1519, Site Able (item 4): a water-wave impact and drag forces. In designing for

sar blast, the prevention of flooding oý a station duringreinforced concrete photograpnic station approximate- ',tinsulbeosded.Tenycls-r
ly 24 feet long, 9• iest wide, at.,; 7 iecct high, *L.:g'.Jilg twinef-tion should tv considered. The only clusp-tr,
an estimated 50 tons was displaced approximately 11 effect from waves on large structures seems to be
aneested 50 Iont w. derosion and this unly becomes a serious concern after
feet b3 Shot Fir. several events, particularly when there is no oppertu-

3. Station 78.01, Site Charlie illsea, .': .' ... il- nity betweer, shz-ts to replace protective cover.
mounded timing station was undamaged but had its As distance from ground zero increases, the peak
entrance blocked by sand and debris as a result ofShotFir Ths efec tededto e rpeaed n lter overpressure attenuates very rapidly. For pressures
Shot Fir. This effect tended to be repeated in !tatr in the range of 1 to 1,000 psi, pressure is inversely
events. proportional to the 64 power of range.

4. Station Complex, Site Irene (Item 18) and Sta-
tion 1525 (item 19): there was some deep erosion 10 W1/s
around these stations but no structural damage re- P -
sulted. 0/3s

5. Station 3.4, Site Irene (item 22): a submarine Where: P - peak side-on pressure, psi
terminal pit had nearly all of its protective mound W - yield, kilotons
eroded. R - range, kilof•. t

6. Station 1312, Site Janet (Item 25): a very large,
unmounded, concrete structure was not damaged or Water waves, however, scale in a different fashion.
undermined although some sand was eroded from For a wave moving in open water, the crest height
around the foundation. (height above tide stage) is invjrsely proportional to

7. Landing pier, Site Janet ;.cm 30): several of the range. For shallow water conditions, the relation-
its large 6-foot concrete cubes were washed on shore ship of the variables can be expressed approximately
by waves from Shots Walnut and Elder. The pre- by:
Yellowwood condition of the pier is shown in Figure
4.73; post-Walnut is shown in Figure 4.74; and the Hc - K Wt t

final state, post-Elder, is shown in Figure 4.75. R
This last figure also indicateF the extent if inundation Where: He = crest height, feeton Janet due to b,10t in, ide t.

Dista'.t sites receivwd ',sey little wave actioý:. K -a constant generaliy less I,.,
This was mainly due to firing the larger-yield shots W = yield, kilotons
at low tides and in shallow water. The only notable
'v hmp •srge was a; Siie Elmer due to Shot Oak. The d - deph li srface zero. feet
"main damage was to the personnel pier and a pipeline H = range, kilofeet
discharging into the lagoon. One of the iater waves
from Shot Oak is shown striking the pier in Figure The major characteristic of the blast-generated
D.1. Damage could have been mush more extensive water waves that reach intermediate range and dis-
if protective bertr s had not been placed around shore- tant sites is their long period. The height of these
side installations waves is not large, in fact, storm waves are often

The prote, ,on offered by a sandbag berm is iil.ts- higher. However, the lon; period of these waves
trated in Figures D.2, 3, 4, and 5. The equipment causes water to continue to "pile up" at the slore
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71gm'. D.1 Wave sotice .t the personnel pier from
Shot Oak. SItS Elmer.

I
II
1

Figure D.2 Transformer station prior to wave arrival.
Shot Oak, Site Elmet'.

Figure D.3 Transformer station, first wave striking the
lagoon shore Shot Oak. Site Elmer. I



line so that water runs inland to great distances. Pro- works of'er reasonably adequate protection agaii:Et
tetive wo" :is can dissipate much of the energy of the impact and drag effects by dissipating wave eneigy.
waler on shore but flooding of large land breas cannot The long period of blest-generuteu waves makes pro-
he prevented. tection from inundation very difficult. Inundation and

Figure D.5 Transformer station after wave action
ceased and water subsided. Shot Oak, Site Elmer.

D.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS floodking ,'• cannot be prevented may be provided for
Structural effects due to water wr',. i. :; neg- ;", &-sign -.f facilities ;jy waterproofing vital equipment

lected for close-in structures designed to withstand and by making -!oors seal tightly. One structural fea-

air blast. ture that has shown its usefuln,'ss is the provision of
At greater distances, where air blast is of no great proper drainage ior a station, i.e., eliminating sunken-

consequence, water waves must be considered in floors and sills that trap water, and having floors slope

structural planning. The standard shore-protection toward the entrance, so that any water that gets into
the station can be readily drained out.

I
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Defense Special Weapons Agency
6801 Telegraph Road

Alexandria, Virginia 22310-3398

TRC 27 August 1998

MEMORANDUM TO DEFENSE TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
ATTN: OCQ/Mr William Bush

SUBJECT: CLASSIFICATION CHANGES

The Defense Special Weapons Agency Security Office has reviewed and declassified the
following documents and distribution statement A now applies:

WT-1631, AD-355505
WT-1619, AD-357951

Also WT-1619-EX should be withdrawn from the system.

Also WT-1637, AD-339275, has been downgraded to Confidential FRD.

ARDITH JARRETT
Chief, Technical Resource Center


